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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

Yorkshire CCC (“YCCC”) 

&  

Others 

(“Respondents”) 

------------------------------- 

INTRODUCTION 

------------------------------ 

1. These matters arise out of allegations of racism and discrimination at Yorkshire County Cricket

Club (YCCC), which have primarily been made by one of their former players, Azeem Rafiq.

2. On the 1st March 2023, and in the ensuing days, this Panel considered evidence in cases brought

by the England & Wales Cricket Board (ECB) against six Respondents, Michael Hoggard (MH),

Tim Bresnan (TB), John Blain (JB), Michael Vaughan (MV), Richard Pyrah (RP) and Andrew

Gale (AG).

3. Prior to this hearing two further Respondents, YCCC and Gary Ballance (GB), admitted Charges

brought against them, and thus no hearing as to issues of fact were necessary in their cases.

Structure of the Panel’s Decision 

4. For the assistance of the parties the Panel’s Decisions will follow the following structure:

(i) these Introductory remarks;

(ii) some general observations as to the Approach of the Panel in the case;

(iii) the Decision in respect of each Respondent in the order in which their respective

cases were presented.
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Chronology 

5. It is helpful to briefly set out the history of these matters before this Panel. The Respondents were

notified by the ECB of the Charges brought against them on the 15th June 2022. As a result of

those Charges the case was referred to the Cricket Discipline Commission.

6. Due to the number of parties and the complexity of matters, the Panel held a Preliminary Case

Management Hearing on 10th August 2022, at which it gave various Directions for the progress of

this case. Amongst other matters, it was directed that legal argument was fixed to be heard on the

17th and 18th October 2022, with the substantive hearing provisionally fixed to commence in late

November 2022. At that stage all parties, save for AG, were fully participating in the proceedings.

On the 29th June 2022, AG had publicly stated that he would not participate in these proceedings.

7. At the Preliminary Hearing in October 2022, the Panel, amongst other decisions, ruled that the

substantive hearing should be held in public.

8. During the various legal submissions advanced on the 17th and 18th October 2022, it became clear

that, for a variety of reasons, the parties would not be ready for the substantive hearing to

commence in November 2022. In accordance with the Panel’s powers under Regulation 7 the

proceedings were adjourned to the first date reasonably convenient to all parties, which in due

course was identified as the 1st March 2023.

9. On the 24th November 2022, GB admitted the Charge brought against him on a basis agreed with

the ECB – thus there remained no issue of fact to be resolved between those parties.

10. On the 3rd February 2023 YCCC admitted the Charge brought against it on a basis agreed with the

ECB – thus there remained no issue of fact to be resolved between those parties.

11. On the 3rd February 2023, JB, MH and TB publicly stated that they did not wish to take any part in

these proceedings.

12. On the 7th February 2023, RP publicly stated that he did not wish to take any part in these

proceedings.
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Some general observations 

13. There has been a great deal said and written, rightly, about the necessity for racism and

discrimination within cricket to be properly, fully and transparently addressed. This Panel

understands that these hearings may be seen as part of that process.

14. However, it is important to make clear that this Panel’s role is not to conduct an inquiry into this

wide-ranging and vitally important concern: indeed the CDC Regulations do not permit it to do so.

It’s responsibility, pursuant to those Regulations, is to consider each specific Charge brought by

the ECB against each Respondent solely upon the evidence which each party chooses to advance.

15. Whilst the conclusion of these proceedings might be considered as an important step in the

progression of a wider review, the Panel’s findings must be viewed in this correct and more

limited context.

16. Nevertheless, and irrespective of those findings of fact, it is unquestionably the case that the

disclosures which have been made in recent years as regards racism and discrimination within

cricket have been, and remain, of huge import in enabling a clearer understanding of the nature

and depth of the issues which all within cricket must address.

The Respondents 

17. The evidence in this case was heard on the 1st-3rd March 2023, with closing submissions on the 7th

March 2023. The majority of the evidence which the Panel heard during the substantive hearing

concerned the case of MV. That was not because his case was any more or less important than the

cases of the other Respondents, and nor does anyone suggest so.

18. The primary reason for this was the choice made by those other Respondents to take no part in the

proceedings. Their absence does not constitute any form of admission of guilt, and the Panel has

certainly not regarded it as such. Indeed that is why the ECB have called evidence in each of those

Respondents’ cases in order to seek to prove each Charge it has laid. In each case, including that

of MV, the evidence of every witness was formally adopted, their statements and supporting

documentary evidence having been served well in advance of the Hearing.
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The Disciplinary Panel 

19. The Cricket Discipline Commission, as all parties are aware, is wholly independent of the ECB. It 

operates at arm’s length from it, and the CDC’s responsibility is to adjudicate on alleged breaches 

of the ECB’s Rules and Regulations in accordance with the CDC Regulations.

20. As a consequence of the Charges brought by the ECB in this matter, there fell a duty upon the 

CDC Chair to appoint a Disciplinary Panel to hear the allegations pursuant to Regulation 7 of the 

CDC Regulations.

21. The Panel wishes to thank all parties to this process for not only the way in which these difficult 

and sensitive hearings were conducted, but also for the work which has gone into collating and 

presenting the evidence to the Panel in a clear and professional manner.
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

Yorkshire CCC (“YCCC”) 

&  

Others 

(“Respondents”) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

THE GENERAL APPROACH OF THE PANEL TO ITS DECISIONS 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Throughout these Hearings the Panel has had foremost in its mind, consistent with Regulation 7.9

of the CDC Regulations, that it is the Panel’s duty to ensure that the process before it is

“consistent with a fair and just consideration of the Charge”.

The Panel’s approach to the Evidence generally 

2. When considering the evidence which has been presented to it, the Panel has been mindful that it

cannot and does not need to decide every point which has been raised on behalf of each party. The

Panel has focussed on those matters which it considers relevant to determine whether the

respective Charge or Charges against each Respondent have been proved or not.

3. The Panel has of course considered the entirety of the evidence which has been presented in the

case, whether orally or in written statements and exhibits, and how that impacts upon the case of

each Respondent. And, in doing so, it has formed its own judgment about which evidence is

reliable, honest and accurate, and which is not.

4. The Panel has judged the evidence of every witness who gave evidence orally from the same

starting point, seeking to judge that evidence fairly and by the same standards in each case.
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5. The Panel has considered the evidence in the case of each Respondent separately, although there is 

plainly some evidence which is relevant in more than one case. From that evidence the Panel has 

sought to draw sensible and reasonable inferences and/or conclusions.

6. However the Panel has been concerned not to hypothesise or speculate about any matter which has 

not been covered by the evidence. For example, there has been evidence about a number of 

possible witnesses of fact whom the parties have not sought to interview. That evidence might be 

relevant, as has been submitted, to the fairness of the investigative process, but the Panel cannot 

guess as to what any such witness may have said.

7. These cases have attracted a very large public interest, and indeed a very large media interest over 

a considerable period of time, never more so perhaps than during the hearing. The pressures this 

has brought to bear on those party to these proceedings the Panel has borne in mind and taken into 

account in assessing the weight to be given to their oral evidence. However the Panel has been 

very careful to ensure that its considerations have remained dispassionate, objective, and focussed 

on the evidence: the emotions and sympathies which may have been played out elsewhere cannot 

and have not played any part in its deliberations.

8. Each Decision is separate. There will therefore inevitably be repetition in some cases – that is 

necessary to ensure the fair consideration of each case.

Burden and Standard of Proof 

9. The burden of proving each Charge falls squarely on the ECB. The Respondents do not have to

prove anything – for example, no Respondent has to prove that he is innocent.

10. The ECB will only succeed in proving any Charge if this Panel is satisfied that it has done so on

the balance of probabilities.

11. These paramount principles apply in each case, and are clearly set out within Regulation 7.2.3 of

the CDC Regulations.

The absence of some Respondents 

12. As referred to above, several of the Respondents have chosen not to participate in the proceedings.

The absence of those Respondents adds nothing of itself to the ECB’s case against each of them.

However, such absence may have certain consequences which includes the fact that their absence
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deprives them of the opportunity to give evidence which is capable of explaining or contradicting 

the evidence given by witnesses called by the ECB.  

13. Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations caters for this situation stating, in part, as follows:

“7.11 The Disciplinary Panel may draw such reasonable inferences as it deems proper from any 

failure by the Respondent to attend any Disciplinary Hearing…..” 

14. Where any such inferences are so drawn, the Panel has indicated within its Decisions.

Evidence of Opinion 

15. In both the written and oral evidence, expressions of opinion have on occasion been articulated as

to the significance of certain aspects of the evidence in respect of the Charges brought. The Panel

has ignored all such evidence. Indeed, and for example, Mr. Botros confirmed in response to a

question from the Panel that he thought it right that the Panel should do so.

16. In a similar vein the Panel is not assisted by the conclusions and/or opinions expressed in other

internal investigations or tribunal proceedings. Whilst the evidence presented in those proceedings

may be relevant to our findings of fact, their decisions are not, and we have put these out of our

minds.

The Admissions made by YCCC

17. The ECB have submitted in general terms that support may be gleaned for its respective cases from

the admission by YCCC that the Club failed to address systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory

language over a long period. As the Panel has made plain in its remarks below, it does not find this

submission persuasive: this admission by YCCC, perhaps not unintentionally, is vague on detail,

and identifies no specific incident, no specific forms of words, and no individuals. Thus, in the

Panel’s view, it would be unfair to deploy YCCC’s admission as evidence against any individual

Respondent.
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

MATTHEW HOGGARD (“MH”) 

(“Respondent”) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DECISION OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Charge 

1. On the 15th June 2022, the ECB issued a Charge Letter [H/1/3] to MH stating as follows:

“Charge" 

Mr Hoggard is charged with one breach of ECB Directive 3.3, which reads as follows for both the 2004 

to 2005 period and the 2008 to 2009 period: 

“No such person may conduct himself in a manner or do any act or omission which may be prejudicial 

to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of 

Cricketers into disrepute.” 

Specifically, it is alleged by the ECB that Mr Hoggard breached ECB Directive 3.3 by using the 

following racist and/or discriminatory language: 

1. the term “Rafa the Kaffir”:

(a) creating and using the nickname on the day of Azeem Rafiq’s first team debut for 

Yorkshire on 27 June 2008 during a T20 Cup match against Nottinghamshire; and/or

(b) using it on other occasions towards Mr Rafiq from 27 June 2008 until leaving Yorkshire 

in 2009; and/or
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2. the term “Paki” towards and/or about Mr Rafiq and other Asian players, in contexts such

“you Pakis are all the same” and “is it because I’m a Paki”, during the 2008 cricket

season in the Yorkshire dressing room; and/or

3. the term “you lot” when referring to Mr Rafiq and other Asian players in the Yorkshire

squad in the Yorkshire dressing room, in contexts such as “you lot sit over there”, in the

2008 and/or 2009 season; and/or

4. the term “TBM” and/or “token black man” towards Ismail Dawood in 2004 and/or 2005

in the Yorkshire environment.”

2. On the 26th June 2022 in an initial response to the Charge [H/9/72], and again in a Defence

document dated 30th September 2022 [H/10/74], MH admitted having breached ECB

Directive 3.3 in part as follows:

(i) he denied a breach under paragraphs 1 and 3 of the Charge; and

(ii) he admitted a breach under paragraphs 2 and 4 of the Charge.

3. In accordance with CDC Regulation 7, this Disciplinary Panel must, upon a consideration of

all the evidence presented to it, determine whether the ECB has satisfied it, on the balance of

probabilities, that the Charge has been proved.

4. On the 3rd February 2023 MH publicly stated that he would not be engaging with the ECB

disciplinary process further and that he would not attend this hearing. Given his absence from

these proceedings the Panel will consider each of the four factual elements of the Charge

which he faces.

The Panel’s approach to the Charges 

5. In this case, as with others, the Panel’s approach was in three stages:

(i) On the balance of probabilities, was it satisfied that the conduct in question occurred?

If it was so satisfied, then

(ii) Viewed objectively, was it racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial or ethnic group? If so, then

(iii) Was the conduct that which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which

may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute?
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Paragraph 1 of the Charge – use of the term “Rafa the Kaffir” 

The Relevant Evidence 

6. Whilst Paragraphs 1(a) and (b) are separate allegations, the relevant evidence is common to

them both.

7. Azeem Rafiq’s (AZR’s) relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [H/4/17]:

“11. I received the nickname “Rafa the Kaffir” in June 2008 on my first team debut in the above 

match against Nottinghamshire. Darren Gough, the Yorkshire captain that day, forgot my 

name at the toss on Sky television and called me “Rafa”. 

12. Matthew seized on this and started to call me “Rafa the Kaffir”. The whole team that day

heard him call me this. This then remained one of my nicknames for a short time after he

left, with Gary Ballance and Andrew Gale in particular using it towards me openly and on

a regular basis. I honestly thought they just called me that because it rhymed with “Rafa”,

their shortening of my surname.

13. I accept that I did not know the offensiveness of the term “Kaffir” until fairly recently. In my

religion, a “Kafir” is a disbeliever and not particularly offensive. It can also be used as a

joke.

14. I only learnt during my interviews with Squire Patton Boggs in 2020 as part of the

Investigation, that “Kaffir” is an incredibly insulting term for a black person which was used

widely by white people towards black people during the Apartheid era in South Africa. As

a result, I did not appreciate the nickname was offensive at the time and I expect that most

of my teammates did not either, which may explain why no one called out Matthew or

others on their use of that term.”

8. James Buttler, who at the time worked for Yorkshire County Cricket Club (YCCC) as a PR

and Communications Manager, stated [H/8/70]:

“10. One of the names that I heard Azeem referred to as was “Rafa the Kaffir”. This was not the 

only name, as he would also be referred to as just “Rafa” and Azeem. However, the name 

“Rafa the Kaffir” was in common and regular use and interchangeable with the others. It 

was a nickname for Azeem. The name was used openly around the dressing room and 

generally around Yorkshire. 

11. A lot of players referred to Azeem as “Rafa the Kaffir”, including many of the senior players.
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However, it is difficult to be certain now about who did or did not use the phrase, given how 

often it was used. The one person who I am certain was using the term is Matthew Hoggard. 

My recollection is that he was the instigator of the name and used it regularly whilst he was 

playing for Yorkshire.” 

9. In his interview with the ECB on the 3rd December 2021 Ajmal Shahzad spoke of this term

[L/5/52 at 82 onwards]. He said that he heard the phrase “Raffa the Kaffir” used, and he

described what it meant to him at the time: “…in the Pakistani environment and in the culture

that we are, Kaffir means non-believer.”

10. Mr. Shahzad went on to say that he heard “Hoggy” use the term, and “when it was used then

Hoggy may have used it in an offensive way but it was interpreted...interpreted by us as quite

accurate because he was drinking, so he was kaffir.”

11. He was asked:

“Q…you don't know if he knew that he was going South African or if he’s going South Asian? 

AS: No, no, I have no clue.”  

12. In his Witness Statement dated 7th November 2022 MH’s relevant evidence is as follows

[H/11/77]:

“I do not recall creating this nickname. The nickname evolved over a passage of time. Azeem Rafiq 

was always called “Raffa” in and around the Yorkshire dressing room. When he first became part of 

the first team squad at Yorkshire he was introduced to us as “Raffa”. This is why I believe when he 

made his first team debut for Yorkshire….in the pre-match interview the Yorkshire captain Darren 

Gough could not remember his full name and explained to the commentator that one of the team 

changes was that “Raffa” had been introduced into the team…. 

I’d been to South Africa regularly in the period 1994 to 2000 playing club cricket in Johannesburg and 

first class cricket in Free State. During my time in South Africa I witnessed and heard some absolutely 

horrible racist language and behaviour. I found it abhorrent. There was still signs in South Africa 

stating “whites only”. During my time in South Africa I learnt that the word “Kafir” was one of the 

worst racial slurs that could be used there. Consequently, when I was in the Yorkshire dressing room 

and I heard Rashid and Ajmal refer to Azeem as a “Kafir” my first reaction was one of shock and 

surprise. I enquired of Rashid and Ajmal why they would use such a term to refer to Azeem, as in my 

experience in South Africa it was deeply offensive. They explained to me that in their communities and 

in the Muslim faith ‘Kafir’ was a term in common usage to describe a Muslim who did not strictly 

follow the faith.” 
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The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 1(a) and (b) of the Charge 

13. Not least given MH’s admission as to the use of the term both generally and specifically on

AZR’s first team debut for YCCC on the 27th June 2008, the Panel is satisfied on the balance

of probabilities that the conduct in this regard is proved in respect of both paragraphs 1(a) and

(b).

14. The Panel is not satisfied on the evidence that MH created this term as a nickname for AZR.

Whilst AZR may have first heard it used by MH, the nickname Rafa was already in use. In the

Panel’s view, the term may have originated before this date but outside AZR’s knowledge. In

this regard the Panel notes the error made by the captain on the day in introducing his team to

the television commentators. Mr. Buttler’s recollection, understandably, lacks specificity and

thus weight. In any event the repeated use of the phrase appears to the Panel to be the factual

gravamen of the Charge.

15. Given the Panel’s finding as to MH’s use of the term, the principal question then to be decided

is whether, viewed objectively, the words “Rafa the Kaffir” were racist and/or discriminatory

on the basis of a person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group?

16. MH admits that he understood, at the least, that this “was a term in common usage to describe

a Muslim who did not strictly follow the faith.” The Panel is satisfied on the balance of

probabilities, on this evidence alone, let alone the clear and unchallenged evidence to the same

point elsewhere, that these words were racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial and ethnic group.

17. In the Panel’s view, and indeed it perhaps logically follows, the use of such language is self-

evidently conduct which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which may bring the

game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute.

18. Subject to the Panel’s finding as regards the creation of the nickname at paragraph 14 above,

both paragraphs 1(a) and (b) of the Charge are therefore proved.

Further observations regarding paragraph 1 of the Charge 

19. MH admits that he knew “that the word “Kafir” was one of the worst racial slurs that could

be used there” [in South Africa]. Nevertheless he used this term repeatedly towards AZR, and

states that he heard others do the same. To say that its use was somehow justified because

others did not understand the term in the way he did, far from absolves MH of responsibility.
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Paragraph 2 of the Charge – use of the term “Paki” 

20. Notwithstanding MH’s admission to paragraph 2 of the Charge, his decision not to participate

in these proceedings renders it necessary for the Panel to formally consider it.

The Relevant Evidence 

21. AZR’s relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [H/4/17]:

“10. Matthew would make comments such as “you lot” or “Paki” so often that it is not really possible 

to pinpoint exact dates or matches when he used that language. I do recall that he said “you lot” or 

“Paki” a lot in the early part of the 2008 season in the Yorkshire dressing rooms. He used the word 

“Paki” in sentences such as “you Pakis are all the same” or if something was said against us he would 

put on a voice and say “is it because I’m a Paki?”, but I cannot recall more specific detail than that. 

As I have stated in relation to racist comments more generally at Yorkshire, that sort of language was 

so prevalent at the Club that it became normalised. No-one batted an eyelid, including the coaches.” 

22. MH has in fact admitted the use of the word “Paki” – the first admission is in a letter to the

ECB dated 26th June 2022 [H/9/73] - in this admission MH explicitly accepts the verbal and

written use of the word, despite his general lack of recall:

“2. I do not specifically remember using the term “Paki” myself, but I accept having been part of 

group chats and the like when it was used and I contributed to the generality of such conversations – 

albeit I cannot remember exactly on which occasions or in what contexts. The word had been widely 

used throughout the squad, because a number of players of ethnic minority referred to themselves as 

such, so the word became used with what appeared to be implied consent and without any racial abuse 

or other harm intended. I do not harbour racist or discriminatory beliefs of any kind. I accept, 

however, that despite that background, my use of the word (or similar phrases), or contribution to 

group chats in which it was used, would have breached the Directive upon an objective standard and 

on that basis I admit this aspect of the charge.” 

23. MH’s second admission was contained in his Statement of Defence dated 30th September 2022

[H/10/75] – again in this admission MH explicitly accepts the verbal and written use of the

word, despite his general lack of recall:

“The Respondent admits this charge on the following basis: He does not specifically remember using 

the term “Paki” himself, but accepts having been part of group chats and the like when it was used and 

that he contributed to the generality of such conversations – albeit he cannot remember exactly on 

which occasions or in what context, given the passage of time. The word had been widely used 

throughout the squad, because a number of players of ethnic minority referred to themselves as such, 
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so it became used with what appeared to be implied consent and without any racial/discriminatory 

abuse or other harm intended. The Respondent does not harbour racist or discriminatory beliefs of any 

kind. He accepts, however, that despite that background, any use of the word (or similar phrases) by 

him, or contribution to group chats in which it was used, would have breached the Directive upon an 

objective standard.” 

24. His Witness Statement dated 7th November 2022 takes the matter no further.

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 2 

25. In light of the evidence of AZR and the clear admissions made by MH, the Panel is satisfied

on the balance of probabilities that the conduct as alleged occurred.

26. It is also satisfied that viewed objectively, the use of such a word was racist and/or

discriminatory on the basis of a person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group. Indeed, and

again, MH accepts this. The fact that the words were commonly used can sensibly provide no

defence.

27. In the Panel’s view, the use of such language is self-evidently conduct which may be

prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer

or group of Cricketers into disrepute.

28. Accordingly paragraph 2 of the Charge is proved.
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Paragraph 3 of the Charge – use of the term “you lot” 

The Relevant Evidence 

29. AZR’s relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [H/4/17]:

“6. When I started at Yorkshire, and particularly during the early part of the 2008 season, Matthew 

often used to refer to me and the other Asian players collectively as “you lot”. He used that phrase a 

lot, but I particularly remember him using it in the old Yorkshire dressing room at Headingley, in the 

old rugby stand. 

7. He would often direct this comment at me, Adil and any other Asian players playing that

day in the dressing room in front of other players and he would make remarks such as

“you lot sit over there” and point in a direction near the toilets in the dressing room at

Headingley.

8. I think he meant it as a bit of a joke and it was never said in a nasty way. However, to me,

being referred to as, “you lot”, was offensive because it grouped all of the Asian players

together in a demeaning way due the colour of our skin.

9. I wish to correct what might be a misinterpretation of my evidence to the Select Committee

on this point. When I spoke about particular discriminatory comments that were made

towards or about me, my evidence could be interpreted as saying “you lot sit over there

near the toilets”. This is not quite correct: although Matthew said “you lot sit over there” he

would simply gesticulate towards an area of the dressing room, which happened to be by

the toilets. I do not believe he was suggesting that we sit near the toilets because of any

discriminatory motive.

10. Matthew would make comments such as “you lot” or “Paki” so often that it is not really

possible to pinpoint exact dates or matches when he used that language.

30. There was also the following exchange in cross-examination of AZR by Mr. Stoner K.C.

during the hearing in respect of MV [D2T/181]:

“Q: The term "You Lot", do you accept that it is a term which is totally innocent unless it is directed at 

people because of the colour of their skin or race or other identification like that? 

A. I think if it recognises and groups a certain group of people together then I think it's -- I mean it 

would be -- I don't think you are suggesting this -- but definitely not innocent.
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Q. What I am suggesting by way of an example, Mr Rafiq, if there was a team meeting and it was said

"You lot over there" to the bowlers, that would be an innocent use of the words "You lot", wouldn't it?

A. Yes, if we are talking about bowlers.

Q. Yes.  Or batters or anything like that, nothing associated with race, just everyday sort of ...

A. Yes.

Q. But, of course, your allegation is the term "You Lot" and your complaint is it is said towards Asian

players which is the key differentiator from the innocent examples.  So that is the offensive element. It's

referred to -- it's a use referred to people to distinguish them because of their race?

A. Yes, correct.”

31. The ECB accept that no other witness supports this specific allegation against MH, although

the Panel notes that Ajmal Shahzad was asked about this general comment in his interview

with the ECB on the 3rd December 2021 [L52 at 65]:

"Q:…were you ever referred to in comments with the phrase such as ‘You lot’ or something to group 

you in that way? 

AS: I would say yes, I would say yes again I’m thinking because I...there’s every chance that one of 

...one of us, as in me Rash would have definitely said ‘you lot’ about the English group of players, so I 

can see how you...I can see what you’re asking me, and singled...it just...taken out of context you would 

think that doesn’t...that doesn’t sound appropriate, but what...so what I’d say is it was...I think it was 

said, but at no point did they say “You lot over there, you lot over there, you lot you lot you lot...” and 

it was just a...again you lot were just pigeonholed and it was just you lot and us...no not at all.” 

32. In his Witness Statement MH said as follows [H/11/77]:

“It has been alleged that I used the phrase “you lot” in a context which is offensive. More specifically, 

it has been alleged that I said “you lot sit over there”, pointing to a position in the dressing room near 

the toilets. I categorically deny this. In fact, in the old dressing rooms at Yorkshire there were only two 

places for changing near the toilets and one was taken by Martin Moxon the Coach, so there was only 

ever one spot in anything like close proximity to the toilets available. The home dressing room at 

Yorkshire was a sanctuary for me, it was a place where I needed to feel happy and comfortable. For a 

long time, Chris Silverwood would change in or about the corner of the dressing room. When he left I 

took over the corner. Corners were very sought after places to change in the dressing room. If anybody 

had tried to change in my corner, I would have told them in no uncertain terms to go away from my 

corner and change somewhere else. As dressing rooms evolve, everybody gravitates to their own spot, 
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they have lockers and numbers at their spot and so where a player changes in a dressing room 

becomes very prescribed. It becomes territorial. I absolutely state that I never referred to the Asian 

players in the group as “you lot”. That is a phrase, however, that I used and still use regularly in every 

day speech. I use it as a collective term, when I could be referring to any collection of people. By 

chance, the phrase might be used towards a group of people who have a common feature between them 

– young players, you lot – batters, you lot – bowlers, you lot – but only because they would happen to

be the group I was talking to at the time, which could comprise of any number of people with or

without similar characteristics as a matter of chance. I never used it as an identifier to describe a

particular ethnic group, at all, nor would I ever thought to have done so. This is simply a common turn

of phrase.”

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 3 

33. The Panel is satisfied, on the evidence which it has set out including MH’s admission to this

effect, that the term “you lot” was regularly used within the YCCC environment, and thus, in

that sense, that the conduct occurred.

34. However, the second question which the Panel must ask itself, namely whether, viewed

objectively, it’s use was racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s membership of

a particular racial or ethnic group is not so straightforward.

35. What was plain to the Panel from all the evidence regarding the use of the term “you lot” is

the importance of the context of its use. AZR (in cross-examination) and Mr. Shahzad are

clear about this.

36. Through no fault of AZR given the time which has since passed, the only specific example he

can recall in respect of MH is the comment “you lot sit over there” which, says AZR, relates

to the early part of 2008 in the old Yorkshire dressing room. AZR’s evidence is that MH

would tell the Asian players to sit in a certain area of the dressing room grouping them

together, and by inference excluding non-Asian players, when he used that phrase.

37. However Mr. Shahzad clearly did not see it that way. The Panel gives some weight to his

account not least as it was given in a recorded interview with the ECB and there can be no

dispute as to what he said – this is notwithstanding that he did not give live evidence.

38. Moreover, without speculating as to what he may have said, the Panel does note that Mr.

Rashid does not appear to have been asked about this at all, notwithstanding the fact that he is

specifically referred to by AZR as someone to whom such comments were directed. He was of

course called to give live evidence and was available to be asked about this.
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39. The Panel also gives some weight to the evidence of MH regarding the importance of a

position in a changing room in terms of superstition and custom, and the fact that his propriety

over it would extend to any potential trespasser.

40. As a result, the Panel cannot be satisfied, without specific examples to make the wider point,

given that the term was regularly used in an entirely discriminatory-free context, that, viewed

objectively, the use of the term per se was racist and/or discriminatory.

41. For these reasons therefore, the Panel does not find the allegation under this paragraph proved.
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Paragraph 4 of the Charge – use of the term “TBM” and/or “token black man” 

42. Notwithstanding MH’s admission to paragraph 4 of the Charge, his decision not to participate

in these proceedings renders it necessary for the Panel to formally consider it.

The Relevant Evidence 

43. This allegation was made by Ismail Dawood - his relevant evidence, given live before the

Panel, was as follows [H/7/61]:

“26. Matthew Hoggard would refer to me as “Token Black Man” or “TBM” for short. He used these 

names on a daily basis as a nickname for me. I recall him using the terms in the Yorkshire dressing 

room and in public at bars and hotels when Yorkshire were at away matches. I found this name 

offensive and hurtful and I believe they were racist. 

27. The “black” element of this so-called nickname did not bother me as much as the use of the word

“token”. The word “token” suggested that I was not good enough to be in the Yorkshire squad and I

was only there because Yorkshire by then need to be seen to not have all white players in their squad. I

found that implicit suggestion particularly cutting for me, especially as Yorkshire was the team I had

grown up supporting.

28. However, the worst part of it was that there was an element of truth to the name. Given the

experiences I have mentioned, I did fear at times that I was in the “token” category and that I was on

the playing staff at Yorkshire to help them to justify their insistence that there was no racism at

Yorkshire when I felt that the opposite was true.”

44. MH’s admissions to this allegation are contained in three documents - the first admission is in

general terms in a letter to the ECB dated 26th June 2022 [H/9/73]

“I admit this part of the charge, but on the same basis as point 2 above is admitted. I did not 

create or use the term with racist or discriminatory intent, but I accept that its use will have 

violated the directive upon an objective basis.” 

45. MH’s second admission was contained in his Statement of Defence dated 30th September 2022

[H/10/75], in which he repeats the same wording as within the letter dated 26th June 2022.

46. In his Witness Statement dated 7th November 2022 [H/11/75], MH accepts the regular use of

the words “TBM” and “Token Black Man” in respect of Mr. Dawood:

“5. My time at Yorkshire overlapped with Ismail Dawood’s time there, in the period 2004 to 2005. My 

relationship with Ismail was very good; we were very close friends. In fact, I invited Ismail on my stag 
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trip in 2004, where myself and close friends travelled to Southern Ireland prior to my marriage. There 

were around twelve to fifteen close friends on the trip, including other Yorkshire players; for example 

Chris Silverwood, Richard Dawson and Steven Kirby. 

6. On the trip, in a very jovial way Ismail referred to himself as the “token black man” or “ TBM”, as 

he was the only non-white person on the trip. Ismail took no offence to the other participants on this 

stag trip adopting this as a new nick name, “token black man” or “TBM”. He coined the nickname not 

because it had anything to do with cricket, but because he was the only non-white person on the stag 

trip.

7. When we got back from the stag trip, the nickname stuck with the Yorkshire players who had been on 

the trip. The nickname was used in and around the Yorkshire dressing room, not in an offensive way 

and only very occasionally by Yorkshire members of the squad at the time. Indeed, Ismail would 

continue to refer to himself as “TBM” or “token black man”. Those nicknames were used 

interchangeably with his other nicknames, such as “Ishy”.

8. To the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, at no time did Ismail ever express any disquiet 

around the use of these nicknames, indeed he had coined them for himself and used to refer to himself 

as such. My understanding was that it had nothing to do with cricket, or his ability or right to be in the 

Yorkshire team, but as I’ve explained it was a nick name created by Ishmail on my stag trip. That said, 

as per my plea and statement of defence, I accept that whatever the origins of the nickname, its use in 

the cricket context was a breach of the rule by reference to which I have been charged as it is 

discriminatory upon an objective basis. But I had no discriminatory intent when I used the name(s).”

47. MH’s account is supported by Warren Rumsey, who organised the stag trip referred to by MH 

–the relevant part of his Witness Statement reads [H/15/94]:

“Ismail said something along the lines of as I`m the only non white guy on the trip I supposed you 

should call me “TBM”. Some in the group didn’t understand this and Ismail explained it was short for 

“Token Black Man”. 

48. In his Reply Statement Mr. Dawood was clear as regards MH’s contentions [H/16/106]:

“To suggest I either called myself ‘Token Black Man’ or sanctioned anyone else doing so is a fantasy 

and a fabrication. It is also deeply offensive to any person of colour as it suggests a level of self-hate or 

need to accept a racist culture which I never would and never have. This has never, at any stage of my 

life, happened and it has never previously been alleged. I consider it a preposterous attempt to malign 

my character and justify behaviour that is clearly unacceptable.” 
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The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 4 

49. In light of the evidence of Mr. Dawood and the clear admissions made by MH, the Panel is 

satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the conduct as alleged occurred.

50. It is also satisfied that viewed objectively, the use of such a word was racist and/or 

discriminatory on the basis of a person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group. Indeed, and 

again, MH accepts this. The fact that the words were commonly used can sensibly provide no 

defence.

51. The use of such language is self-evidently conduct which may be prejudicial to the interests of 

cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into 

disrepute.

52. Accordingly paragraph 4 of the Charge is proved.

53. The Panel is further satisfied that the account which MH gives as to the inception of the use of 

the terms is, on the balance of probabilities, false:

(i) It is highly unlikely that Mr. Dawood would have created such inherently offensive 

terms himself;

(ii) The fact that MH admits the regular use of both terms in the cricketing environment 

suggests that his account, and that of Mr. Rumsey, of its first use on a stag trip and 

initiated by Mr. Dawood, to be unlikely; and

(iii) No tangible weight can be given to the evidence of Mr. Panesar [H/11/93], to whom 

the Panel are grateful for his statement, given MH’s admissions to the use of 

objectively racist and/or discriminatory language.

54. In coming to these findings of fact, the Panel has drawn the reasonable inference from MH’s 

failure to attend this Disciplinary Hearing, not least given his admissions as to his use of the 

words alleged, that he did not feel that he had an answer to the ECB’s case which would 

sensibly stand up to cross-examination. This inference of course is drawn pursuant to 

Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations as to his use of the words [K/27/507 at 517]. For the 

avoidance of doubt, the drawing of this adverse inference was not determinative of the Panel’s 

Decision as to his use of the words.

Tim O’Gorman  

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel: Tim O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith 

K.C.

Representation: ECB: Jane Mulcahy K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Onside Law
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

TIM BRESNAN (“TB”) 

(“Respondent”) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DECISION OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Charge 

1. On the 15th June 2022, the ECB issued a Charge Letter [F/1/3] to TB stating as follows:

“Charge 

Mr Bresnan is charged with one breach of ECB Directive 3.3, which reads as follows as regards any 

parts of the Charge relating to 2009 to 2014: 

“No such person may conduct himself in a manner or do any act or omission which may be prejudicial 

to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of 

Cricketers into disrepute.” 

As regards any part of the Charge that relates to the period from March 2016 onwards, ECB Directive 

3.3 reads as follows: 

“No Participant may conduct themself in a manner or do any act or omission at any time which 

may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which may bring the ECB, the game of cricket 

or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute.” 

Specifically, it is alleged by the ECB that Mr Bresnan breached ECB Directive 3.3 by using the 

following racist and/or discriminatory language: 

1. the term “the brothers”:
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a) towards Azeem Rafiq, Adil Rashid, Ajmal Shahzad and Rana Naved ul-Hasan during the

warm-up prior to a T20 Cup match against Nottinghamshire at Trent Bridge on 22 June

2009; and/or

b) towards Asian players at Yorkshire by saying things like “what are the brothers doing for

dinner?” between 2008 and 2014 (inclusive) and/or 2017 and/or 2018; and/or

2. the term “you lot”:

a) towards Mr Rafiq and Mr Rashid in the dressing room at Headingley prior to a County

Championship match between Yorkshire and Derbyshire on 15 August 2012; and/or

b) towards Moin Ashraf at the T20 Finals Day against Hampshire on 25 August 2012 in the

context “why do you lot pray before you bowl”;

c) towards Asian players at Yorkshire on other occasions at Headingley between 2008 and

2014 (inclusive) and/or 2017 and/or 2018; and/or

3. the terms “fit Paki” and/or “FP”:

a) referring to Amna Rafiq at Headingley on an official Yorkshire media day in April 2014

whilst in Mr Rafiq’s presence; and/or

b) about an Asian woman whilst sat at the Yorkshire team’s hotel bar with Mr Rafiq in

Birmingham the evening before a T20 match against Warwickshire on 7 July 2018;

and/or

c) about Asian women on other occasions in the Yorkshire environment in 2014 and/or 2017

and/or 2018.

2. On the 27th June 2022 in an initial response to the Charge [F/7/94], and again in a Statement

of Defence document dated 30th September 2022 [E/8/96], TB denied that he had breached

ECB Directive 3.3 as alleged or at all.

3. In accordance with CDC Regulation 7, this Disciplinary Panel must, upon a consideration of

all the evidence presented to it, determine whether the ECB has satisfied it, on the balance of

probabilities, that the Charge has been proved.

4. On the 3rd and 4th February 2023 TB publicly stated that he would not be engaging with the

ECB disciplinary process further and that he would not attend this hearing.
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The Panel’s approach to the Charges 

5. In this case, as with others, the Panel’s approach was in three stages:

(i) On the balance of probabilities, was it satisfied that the conduct in question occurred?

If it was so satisfied, then

(ii) Viewed objectively, was it racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial or ethnic group? If so, then

(iii) Was the conduct that which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which

may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute?
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Paragraph 1 of the Charge – the term “the brothers” 

The Relevant Evidence 

6. Whilst Paragraphs 1(a) and (b) are separate allegations, the relevant evidence is common to

them both.

7. Azeem Rafiq’s (AZR’s) relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [F/4/22]:

“Tim would regularly refer to myself and other Asian players such as Adil and Moin as “the brothers”. 

This would be used in the context of phrases like, “what are the brothers doing for dinner?”. This was 

something that was very normalised and also used quite often. I specifically remember him using that 

phrase when we were warming up at Trent Bridge before playing Nottinghamshire on 22 June 2009, a 

game in which four Asian players were playing for Yorkshire for the first time (me, Adil Rashid, Ajmal 

Shahzad and Naved-ul-Hasan).” 

8. In his Witness Statement TB said as follows [F/9/98]:

“18. It has been alleged that I have referred to Asian players as “the brothers”, being a discriminatory 

descriptor of this group. This is absolutely not the case. I used the term the “brother” to refer to a lot 

of people from all different backgrounds, indeed within professional sport and cricket especially the 

term brother is a term of endearment. I have absolutely no recollection of the allegation relating to the 

T20 game against Nottinghamshire on the 22nd June 2009. I refer to the messages throughout the 

bundle where numerous messages sent to and from me appear, where the terms “Bro” and 

“Brother(s)” are used extensively. It is clear that these terms are used widely in cricket and in the 

context I describe. It was just a normal, conversational means of reference to a tight-knit group of 

friends, as develops in professional sport. I also refer to page 150 of the Bundle where a tweet from the 

ECB appears. The tweet describes two players as the “Spin Twins”. The players are British Asian and 

it seems that the ECB has used a descriptor “Twins” to describe them, despite them not being so. 

19. I have absolutely no recollection around the allegation that I asked, “What are the brothers doing

for dinner”. I would not have said that in any event. It is more likely that I had said words to the effect:

“What are you doing for dinner, bro?” or “Hey brother shall we grab some dinner?”.”

9. In support of his position as to the general and non-discriminatory use of the term, TB served

a large quantity of WhatsApp messages and Tweets [F/10/105 – F/13/256]. The ECB provide

a fair summary of them in their Opening Note at paragraph 21 (although in the main the

references were to the wrong bundle, and the reference to MH should have been to “Hoddy”

and to “Carver” not AR in July 2017 – these have been corrected in this quotation):
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“ 21. TB relied on the fact that the term “bro” or “brother” was used in WhatsApp messages between 

him and AR and that the term was used extensively and inoffensively [….F/9/101/18]. With regard to 

the Respondents and witnesses, it is correct to say that AR used the term “bro” towards TB in some of  

these exchanges in 2017 [TB1/F/10/106 (at 8:38pm); 107 (at 5:30am)] and in July 2017 

[TB1/F/11/251]. TB also used the phrase towards “Hoddy” in 2017 [TB1/F/10/134 (at 3:55am)]; 

June 2017 [TB1/F/11/230]; June 2018 [TB1/F/11/212] and December 2018 [TB1/F/11/214-5]. It was 

used in an exchange between TB and Damian Wright in December 2017 [TB1/F/11/206] and towards 

“Carver” in July 2017 [TB1/F/11/201]. It was used in a group which included RP and TB in March 

2020 [TB1/F/11/219]. KB used the term “bro” towards TB in July 2016 [TB1/F/11/200]. It was used 

by TB to GB in May 2022 [TB1/F/11/249].  

22. With regard to players of South Asian origin or likely to have been of South Asian origin, “bro”

was used towards ‘Nasir’ in a group called ‘Sylhet Sixers’ by Ross Whiteley and others unnamed

which included TB in an undated exchange [TB1/F/11/211] and in a second undated exchange

[TB1/F/11/238]. It was also used in an undated exchange in a group called ‘Bhilwara Kings Team

Info’ [TB1/H/11/232]; in an undated exchange with Dean Ahmad [TB1/F/11/242]; by AS to TB and

from TB to AS in July 2020 [TB1/F/11/223], and by AS to TB in an undated exchange

[TB1/F/11/248].”

10. The ECB do not suggest that the use of the terms “bro” and “brother”, in the contexts which

they arise in these messages and to which people of Asian origin are both active and passive

parties, are racist and/or discriminatory. Indeed there is no evidence before the Panel of their

use in such a context.

11. What other relevant evidence was there before the Panel? In his interview with the ECB as

part of its investigation on the 3rd December 2021, Ajmal Shahzad said as follows [L/5/94] -

of course he has used the term “brother” in messages with TB as referenced above:

“Q: Yes, the next one just on...next let's do Tim Bresnan. Did...just first of all did you...I mean I think I 

can see... 

AS: I played a long time with Bressy. 

Q: You played with Bresnan, you’ve not heard him use racist terminology, I think you’d have 

mentioned that by now if you had so... 

AS: Yes, no Bressy, no, no. I played with Bressy a long time, like I said I played with him at Yorkshire, 

played with him at England, our journey pretty much were side by side for a long time. 

Q: Fine, I don't think there is...Azeem obviously has made some allegations about Tim Bresnan, a lot of 

those are perhaps later in the time period when you’re not there but just...perhaps just generally did 

you have any sort of sense of their relationship? 

AS: No, no. Not at all.” 
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The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 1(a): towards Azeem Rafiq, Adil Rashid, Ajmal Shahzad 

and Rana Naved ul-Hasan during the warm-up prior to a T20 Cup match against 

Nottinghamshire at Trent Bridge on 22 June 2009 

12. The Panel is satisfied on the evidence that the terms “bro” and “brother” were regularly used

within the YCCC environment. Indeed AZR used the term “bro” in WhatsApp messages.

However, what is clear is that their use is entirely context led. No example within any of the

written messages, of which there are many produced in evidence, suggests their use in a racist

and/or discriminatory context.

13. Through no fault of AZR given the time which has since passed, he is unable to be more

specific as regards the detail of the matter on the 22nd June 2009, and thus has been unable to

provide a clear context or greater circumstantial detail.

14. Mr. Shahzad was playing in the game on the 22nd June 2009 and is not asked about this

specific allegation, although the Panel infers that had he heard something racist and/or

discriminatory he would not have commented as he did in respect of TB in his interview. Of

course he has not been called as a witness at this hearing, but nevertheless his interview with

the ECB was recorded and so there is no dispute as to what he said. The Panel thus gives some

weight to this evidence which of course supports TB’s general account, although TB’s

account carries less weight as he has absented himself from the proceedings.

15. Mr. Rashid was also playing in the game on the 22nd June 2009. He was neither asked in a

Witness Statement nor in his evidence, both of which focussed on this match, about the use of

this phrase either on the 22nd June 2009 or at all. The Panel cannot speculate as to what his

answers may have been, but simply notes this apparent omission.

16. The Sky footage which the Panel saw in respect of the case relating to Mr. Vaughan gives no

assistance save that there is no suggestion of a hostile animus between any of the players.

17. For these reasons the Panel is not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the specific

conduct alleged in Paragraph 1(a) occurred, and accordingly this element of the Charge is not

proved.

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 1(b): towards Asian players at Yorkshire by saying things 

like “what are the brothers doing for dinner?” between 2008 and 2014 (inclusive) and/or 2017 

and/or 2018 

18. As above, there is no dispute that the words “bro” and “brother” were regularly used, and

indeed it is of course possible that the phrase “the brothers” may have been used as well.
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19. It is no criticism given both the passage of time and the apparent regularity with which these

words were innocently used in their different forms, but AZR has given only one general

example of its use: “what are the brothers doing for dinner?”, with no specificity as to any

surrounding circumstances.

20. There is no evidential support for the use of this phrase from anyone else, and TB denies his

use of any such words in any racist and/or discriminatory manner. The interview of Mr.

Shahzad is supportive of TB’s denial that he ever used such a phrase in a racist and/or

discriminatory manner. And Mr. Rashid is silent on the issue. That is the evidence.

21. Moreover what was plain to the Panel from all the evidence regarding the use of these words

is the importance of the context of such use. The WhatsApp messages, including those

between AZR and TB, make this very clear.

22. Given the evidence from Mr. Shahzad and our findings of fact, the question of an adverse

inference pursuant to Regulation 7.11 does not arise.

23. For these reasons, the Panel finds Paragraph 1(b) not proved.
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Paragraph 2 of the Charge: the term “you lot” 

The Relevant Evidence 

24. Whilst Paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) are separate allegations, the relevant evidence is common

to them both.

25. AZR’s relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [E/4/22]:

“7. Tim would use the phrase “you lot” fairly regularly when he was talking to or referring to me and 

other Asian players, grouping us all together whenever he was talking about something to do 

specifically with the Asian players. One occasion I remember in particular was in the dressing room at 

Headingley before we played Derbyshire in a County Championship match between 15 and 18 August 

2012, when he referred to myself and Adil Rashid as “you lot”. One further example of how Tim used 

the phrase was at the T20 Finals Day on 25 August 2012 after Moin Ashraf had prayed before 

playing and Tim asked him “why do you lot pray before you bowl?”. 

26. There was also the following exchange in cross-examination of AZR by Mr. Stoner K.C.

during the hearing in respect of MV [D2T/181]:

“Q: The term "You Lot", do you accept that it is a term which is totally innocent unless it is directed at 

people because of the colour of their skin or race or other identification like that? 

A. I think if it recognises and groups a certain group of people together then I think it's -- I mean it 

would be -- I don't think you are suggesting this -- but definitely not innocent.

Q. What I am suggesting by way of an example, Mr Rafiq, if there was a team meeting and it was said 

"You lot over there" to the bowlers, that would be an innocent use of the words "You lot", wouldn't it?

A. Yes, if we are talking about bowlers.

Q. Yes.  Or batters or anything like that, nothing associated with race, just everyday sort of ...

A. Yes.

Q. But, of course, your allegation is the term "You Lot" and your complaint is it is said towards Asian 

players which is the key differentiator from the innocent examples.  So that is the offensive element. It's 

referred to -- it's a use referred to people to distinguish them because of their race?

A. Yes, correct.”
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27. TB’s evidence is set out in his Witness Statement [F/8/98]:

“20. It has been alleged that I used the phrase “You lot” in an inappropriate way to describe Asian 

players. This is not true. Again, the phrase “you lot” is a phrase I commonly use, in its usual 

conversational sense. I may use it in relation to any group of people. I use it as a descriptor for my wife 

and children, collectively, or groups of friends in the same way. It could have been used as a 

descriptor for a group of batters or bowlers. I even use it as a descriptor for my neighbour and his 

family, e.g. “What are you lot doing today?”, or, “How are you, and you lot?” I never used it in any 

racial context. I refer to the bundle, through which my use of this term in all different types of contexts 

appears. 

21. An allegation has been made that I used the term inappropriately at the time of a game against

Derbyshire. I have no recollection of this game specifically – there is simply nothing memorable about

it, or my use of language, which I deny was racist or discriminatory in any respect.

….. 

22. It has been alleged that I asked Moin Ashraf, “Why do you lot pray before you bowl?”. Again this

is inaccurate. I did once ask Moin why he prayed before he bowled every ball. I was genuinely

interested. He told me he prayed to Allah, that this one would turn out right. I absolutely respected

Moin’s faith I asked him out of genuine interest, not as a criticism or stereotypical reference – it

actually happened. I can’t recall if I asked him on that particular day, but I did ask him that once. I

definitely did not use the words “You lot” when asking him. I was only speaking to him when I asked

the question.”

28. The ECB accept that no other witness supports this specific allegation against TB, although

Ajmal Shahzad was asked about this general comment in his interview with the ECB on the

3rd December 2021 [L/5/52 at 65]:

"Q:…were you ever referred to in comments with the phrase such as ‘You lot’ or something to group 

you in that way? 

AS: I would say yes, I would say yes again I’m thinking because I...there’s every chance that one of 

...one of us, as in me Rash would have definitely said ‘you lot’ about the English group of players, so I 

can see how you...I can see what you’re asking me, and singled...it just...taken out of context you would 

think that doesn’t...that doesn’t sound appropriate, but what...so what I’d say is it was...I think it was 

said, but at no point did they say “You lot over there, you lot over there, you lot you lot you lot...” and 

it was just a...again you lot were just pigeonholed and it was just you lot and us...no not at all.” 
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The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 2(a): towards Mr Rafiq and Mr Rashid in the dressing 

room at Headingley prior to a County Championship match between Yorkshire and Derbyshire 

on 15 August 2012 

29. This is a specific and not a general allegation, namely that this phrase was explicitly used in a

racist and/or discriminatory manner to both AZR and Mr. Rashid on this occasion. There is no

further factual detail to assist the Panel, for example why AZR specifically recalls this day: in

view of the passage of time that may be unsurprising. Given AZR’s evidence to Mr. Stoner

K.C., context is significant.

30. The weight to be given to TB’s Witness Statement is reduced as he of course has not given

evidence. But, as a counterweight to that reduction sits the evidence of Mr. Shahzad in his

interview with the ECB, who not only provides a different context to the use of the words

“you lot” in the changing room but references Mr. Rashid in doing so. Mr. Shahzad also

speaks to TB’s conduct more generally (see paragraph 11 above).

31. The Panel once more notes the availability of Mr. Rashid to deal with the evidence of both

AZR and Mr. Shahzad in either his Witness Statement or evidence, and it is perhaps

unfortunate that he was not asked to do so.

32. The Panel’s focus must remain on the evidence that is before it however – given the above,

and particularly the interview of Mr. Shahzad, the Panel is not satisfied on the balance of

probabilities either that the alleged conduct took place on that occasion or, if it did, it was

racist and/or discriminatory in its context.

33. Accordingly Paragraph 2(a) is not proved.

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 2(b): towards Moin Ashraf at the T20 Finals Day against 

Hampshire on 25 August 2012 in the context “why do you lot pray before you bowl” 

34. Again this is a specific and not a general allegation, namely that this phrase was explicitly 

used in a racist and/or discriminatory manner to Moin Ashraf on this occasion. In this case 

AZR has given a specific context which, if the Panel is satisfied that it was said, is plainly 

capable of amounting to racist and/or discriminatory conduct.

35. However, the Panel cannot ignore the interview of Mr. Shahzad, giving it the same weight as 

above.

36. One also notes the Witness Statement of TB in which, despite its reduced import given his 

absence, he specifically recalls the question due to its unusual nature.
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37. The Panel has heard nothing from Moin Ashraf as regards which of these versions may be

right, and it does not speculate.

38. The evidence in this allegation is finely balanced. But the Panel notes that this is not alleged

by AZR or the ECB to be anything more than an isolated use of this phrase by TB. Indeed

elsewhere AZR refers to the conduct of others whilst he was observing his own prayers

[B/2/16 at para.73], and suggests a more widespread disrespect of both his and others’

religious observance. Those references do not relate to TB.

39. The more likely this is to be a singular occurrence regarding TB, the less likely it is he would

use the words “you lot” when addressing Moin Ashraf. It is more likely than not, in the

Panel’s judgment on all the evidence, that this may have been a singular enquiry of the nature

TB describes.

40. For these reasons the Panel is not satisfied on all the evidence before it that the words “you

lot” were used on this occasion. Thus Paragraph 2(b) of the Charge is not proved.

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 2(c): towards Asian players at Yorkshire on other 

occasions at Headingley between 2008 and 2014 (inclusive) and/or 2017 and/or 2018 

41. The Panel is satisfied on the evidence that the term “you lot” was regularly used within 

YCCC, and thus, in that sense, that the conduct occurred.

42. However, the second question which the Panel must ask itself, namely whether, viewed 

objectively, it was racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s membership of a 

particular racial or ethnic group is not so straightforward.

43. As the Panel has observed, the evidence is clear that the context of the use of the term “you 

lot” is all important. AZR (in cross-examination) and Mr. Shahzad are clear about this.

44. Through no fault of AZR given the time which has since passed, the specific examples he 

recalls in respect of TB lack supporting evidence. And this allegation, being generic, is by 

definition without specificity and thus context.

45. Again through no fault of AZR, the Panel observes that Mr. Rashid does not appear to have 

been asked about this at all, notwithstanding the fact that he is often referred to by AZR as 

someone to whom such comments would be directed.

46. If anyone, and there may well have been occasions, grouped together the Asian players within 

the YCCC environment in a racist and/or discriminatory context, it would of course be utterly 

reprehensible both then and now.
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47. However, considering all the evidence presented to it, the Panel cannot be satisfied, without

specific and reliable examples to make the wider point, given that the term was regularly used

in an entirely discriminatory-free context, that, viewed objectively, the use of the term per se

was racist and/or discriminatory.

48. For these reasons therefore, the Panel does not find the allegation under this Paragraph 2(c)

proved.
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Paragraph 3 of the Charge: the terms “fit Paki” and/or “FP” 

The Relevant Evidence 

49. Whilst Paragraphs 3(a), (b) and (c) are separate allegations, the evidence is common to them

all.

50. Azeem Rafiq’s (AZR’s) relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [F/4/22]:

“9. Another term that Tim used quite a lot was “FP”, a shortened version of “fit Paki” which was used 

towards or about Asian women who he found attractive from around 2014 onwards. He used both 

versions of the phrase and found it funny. 

10. One particular occasion I recall Tim using this term was during a Yorkshire press day in April

2014. I was standing with a group of players by the East Stand at Headingley, including Tim, Richard

Pyrah and Gary and they saw my sister, Amna, who I believe was on some kind of work experience

with the Club. I am really angry and embarrassed with myself for not saying or doing anything about it

at the time as not only were they making racist comments, but they were being derogatory about my

sister. I think part of the problem was that this sort of language was just so common that I did not think

much of it at the time, which is shameful.

11. I also remember when we were in Birmingham with the rest of the team, the evening before a T20

match against Warwickshire on 7 July 2018 and I was sat at the bar in the team hotel with Tim. At that

bar, there were lots of Asian women and I remember one woman walked past and Tim said, “FP

there”, referring to her as “FP”.”

51. There is no other witness who provides direct support for AZR’s assertions.

52. TB in his Witness Statement said as follows in respect of this allegation [F/9/98]:

“23. It has been alleged that I used this term to describe attractive Asian women. This is not a phrase I 

have ever used, nor would I ever use it. 

24. There has never been a time in my life when I have been alone in a bar with Azeem Rafiq, let alone

in Birmingham before a T20 game versus Warwickshire on the 7th July 2018.

25. I vaguely recall the media day on April 14th 2014. I was aware that Azeem’s sister was on work

experience at Yorkshire. I assume that she must have been present at the media day, but there were

probably nearly 200 people there. As with all media days, it was a bit of a scrum, with photographers,

film crews, interviews, signing memorabilia, they were always a bit of a free for all. Richard Pyrah has
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confirmed to me that Azeem’s sister was there, but I have no specific recollection of her being at that 

media day.” 

53. Kunwar Bansil [F/15/278] provides generic character evidence for TB, but as he implicitly

accepts, he can only speak to TB’s conduct in his presence – he of course was the Lead

Physiotherapist for the team. He states:

“I never witnessed or was made aware that Tim had used the word “Paki” in a racially offensive 

context in my time at Yorkshire CCC. If I had witnessed this or been made aware of it I am confident 

that I would have spoken to Tim about it. Importantly, I would have remembered it as it would have 

been so out of character for Tim.” 

54. In his interview with the ECB [L/9/136], Mr. Bansil states that he did not hear Gary Ballance

ever use the word “Paki” [at pps.152 & 159]. The weight to be given to his evidence is

somewhat diluted by Mr. Ballance’s admission as to his frequent use of that word.

55. Mr. Hoggard has admitted the use of the word “Paki” – the first admission is in a letter to the

ECB dated 26th June 2022 [H/9/73] - in this admission he explicitly accepts the verbal and

written use of the word, despite his general lack of recall:

“2. I do not specifically remember using the term “Paki” myself, but I accept having been part of 

group chats and the like when it was used and I contributed to the generality of such conversations – 

albeit I cannot remember exactly on which occasions or in what contexts. The word had been widely 

used throughout the squad, because a number of players of ethnic minority referred to themselves as 

such, so the word became used with what appeared to be implied consent and without any racial abuse 

or other harm intended. I do not harbour racist or discriminatory beliefs of any kind. I accept, 

however, that despite that background, my use of the word (or similar phrases), or contribution to 

group chats in which it was used, would have breached the Directive upon an objective standard and 

on that basis I admit this aspect of the charge.” 

56. Gary Ballance has made, among others, the following admissions [Summary of Charges and

Responses document]:

(i) that he “used the term “Paki” towards Mr. Rafiq on a number of occasions”;

(ii) that he used the phrase “don’t talk to him, he’s a Paki” about Mr. Rafiq on a number

of social occasions when Mr. Rafiq was speaking with women; and

(iii) that he used the phrase “he’s not a sheikh, he’s got no oil” to women with whom Mr

Rafiq was speaking on one social occasion.
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The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 3(a), (b) and (c) 

57. The issue to be determined in respect of all these sub-paragraphs, based upon the same 

evidence, was whether, on the balance of probabilities, TB used the term “Fit Paki” and/or 

“FP” in the circumstances alleged by AZR, and represented by each of paragraphs 3(a), (b) 

and (c) of the Charge respectively. As the Panel has already observed, the evidence is the same 

or very similar in respect of each.

58. Whilst not strictly necessary, the Panel have looked to identify supporting evidence in respect 

of AZR’s evidence. The ECB have submitted that support may be gleaned from the admission 

by YCCC that the Club failed to address systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory language 

over a long period. As the Panel has made plain in its general remarks, it does not find this 

submission persuasive: this admission by YCCC, perhaps not unintentionally, is vague on 

detail, and identifies no specific incident, no specific forms of words, and no individuals. Thus, 

in the Panel’s view, it would be unfair to deploy YCCC’s admission as evidence against TB 

(or indeed any other Respondent).

59. However, Matthew Hoggard and Gary Ballance have both admitted that each used the term 

“Paki” on numerous occasions within, in particular, the YCCC environment. In the Panel’s 

judgment these admissions themselves are supportive of AZR’s general assertions that this 

word was used in that manner.

60. However, that is not the end of the matter. Mr. Ballance has also admitted saying “don’t talk to 

him, he’s a Paki”  to women in AZR’s presence on “a number of occasions”. This provides 

support for AZR’s evidence not only as regards his general credibility as to whether the word 

“Paki” was in fact used, but also that it was used in the context of conversations involving 

women.

61. Whilst those admissions cannot be taken as direct supporting evidence against TB, they can, 

and in the Panel’s view, should be considered in AZR’s favour when assessing his overall 

credibility.

62. In light of AZR’s evidence as regards TB’s use of these phrases, and the support given to his 

overall credibility as to both the use and context of the word “Paki” by the admissions of Mr. 

Hoggard and Mr. Ballance, the Panel is satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the 

conduct as alleged in each of paragraphs 3(a), (b) and (c) is proved.

63. In coming to these findings of fact, the Panel has drawn the reasonable inference from TB’s 

failure to attend this Disciplinary Hearing that he did not feel that he had an answer to the 

ECB’s case which would sensibly stand up to cross-examination. This inference of course is 

drawn pursuant to Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations [K/27/507 at 517]. For the
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avoidance of doubt, the drawing of this adverse inference was not determinative of the Panel’s 

Decision. 

64. Turning to the consequential questions which it must ask itself, the Panel is satisfied that,

viewed objectively, the words used by TB were racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a

person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group. In those circumstances therefore it is

satisfied that the conduct of TB is prejudicial to the interests of cricket and brings the game

itself into disrepute.

65. Accordingly the Panel finds that paragraphs 3(a), (b) and (c) of the Charge are proved.

Tim O’Gorman 

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel: 

Tim  O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith K.C. 

Representation: 

ECB: Jane Mulcahy K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Onside Law 
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

JOHN BLAIN (“JB”) 

(“Respondent”) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DECISION OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Charge 

1. On the 15th June 2022, the ECB issued a Charge Letter [E/1/3] to JB stating as follows:

“Charge 

Mr Blain is charged with one breach of ECB Directive 3.3, which reads as follows for both 2010 and 

2011: 

“No such person may conduct himself in a manner or do any act or omission which may be prejudicial 

to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of 

Cricketers into disrepute.” 

Specifically, it is alleged by the ECB that Mr Blain breached ECB Directive 3.3 by using racist and/or 

discriminatory language in referring to Asian individuals as “Paki” or “Pakis”: 

1. during pre-season training at Headingley in around April 2010; and/or

2. on other occasions at Yorkshire in 2010 and/or 2011.”

2. On the 26th June 2022 in an initial response to the Charge [E/8/39], and again in a Defence

document dated 30th September 2022 [E/9/41], JB denied that he had breached ECB Directive

3.3 as alleged or at all.
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3. In accordance with CDC Regulation 7, this Disciplinary Panel must, upon a consideration of

all the evidence presented to it, determine whether the ECB has satisfied it, on the balance of

probabilities, that the Charge has been proved.

4. On the 3rd February 2023 JB publicly stated that he would not be engaging with the ECB

disciplinary process further and that he would not attend this hearing.

The Panel’s approach to the Charges 

5. In this case, as with others, the Panel’s approach was in three stages:

(i) On the balance of probabilities, was it satisfied that the conduct in question occurred?

If it was so satisfied, then

(ii) Viewed objectively, was it racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial or ethnic group? If so, then

(iii) Was the conduct that which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which

may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute?

The relevant evidence pertaining to the Charge 

6. Given that the use of the same or very similar language was alleged in both paragraphs 1

and 2 of the Charge, and the substantial overlap in the evidence relating to them, the Panel

considered it appropriate to consider both Charges together. It’s reasoning in its Decision is

the same in respect of both paragraphs.

7. The relevant evidence from Azeem Rafiq (AZR) was set out in his Witness Statement as

follows [E/4/19]:

“7. John used the word “Paki” a lot when referring to Pakistani people. He said it directly to me about 

other people and tried to justify it by saying it was like calling a British person a “Brit”. He used that 

word so often, and it was such normalised language for him, that I cannot pinpoint exact matches or 

dates on which he used the word “Paki”, although I do recall that he would use it when we were 

training at Headingley.  

8. One specific occasion I remember is when we were on the outfield at Headingley warming up during

the pre-season in around April 2010. We were there as a full squad of probably around 30 people

including Yorkshire players and Academy players and I heard John refer to Pakistani people as

“Pakis” when we were talking about some players in the Yorkshire League at the time. Steve Patterson
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pulled him up on his language, saying that John should not use that word in front of me and rather 

than apologise or stop using the word “Paki”, John simply said it was like calling a British person a 

“Brit”. 

9. John would use “Paki” in a lot in different contexts, such as when he was talking about his weekend

and referring to people of Pakistani heritage. I am also aware of an incident during a match John was

playing for Yorkshire against Bradford-Leeds UCCE at Bradford Park Avenue in June 2004. During

the match, John called an opposition player, Kez Ahmed, a “Paki” to his face within earshot of the

crowd, and things really kicked off. Some of the spectators turned on John, with some making calls to

friends who turned up at the ground in a car, looking to verbally or physically assault John. The game

had to be called off and some of the Yorkshire players had to run onto the field to protect John from the

crowd.

10. After I spoke about my experiences publicly in late 2021, Majid Haq, one of John’s former Scotland

team-mates, contacted me and said that John had previously used the word “Paki” quite openly and in

front of him. Majid also told me that when he called John out on his use of that word, John responded

with something like “oh it’s just the same as calling an Australian an ‘Aussie’” – which clearly is not

true – demonstrating that he would try to downplay his own use of racist language.

11. John did not use the word “Paki” in my presence in an aggressive or malicious way, but it is

appalling to think that he could use it even in a jokey way, especially as he should have been a role

model in his coaching capacity.”

8. Majid Haq, who, like AZR, gave live evidence, adopted his Witness Statement [E/7/37]:

“One of my teammates in the Scotland squad was John Blain……we both travelled to Kenya during 

January and February 2007 where the Scotland team was playing….. 

I recall being sat in the corridor outside the dressing room during one of the warm-up matches with 

a few of the team…..on 27 January 2007 at the Sir Ali Muslim Club in Nairobi where Scotland 

played Tanzania….. 

Scotland were batting so the group of us were not needed on the pitch at that time. John Blain was 

there as were Craig Wright, Gavin Hamilton and Ryan Watson….. 

John was looking at the wall…..There was a picture of a team from Pakistan. On seeing this, John 

used the phrase “Oh, the Pakis played here.” I responded immediately to John to say words to the 

effect of “Blainy, you know that is a very racist term. You’ve been born and brought up in the UK 

and you know that’s a racist term”. 
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John tried to defend himself. He said words to the effect of “No, Paki is quite similar to how 

Australians are called Aussie’s and New Zealander’s were Kiwis.” He was suggesting that the term 

“Paki” was appropriate to use. I told him that my view was that his description was completely 

wrong. I said, “you know fine well it’s wrong.” 

All of the group who were present witnessed this exchange though none of them reacted until they 

saw my reaction. Craig Wright tried to defend John Blain saying that John Blain’s use of the term 

“Paki” was not racist and repeated the term himself. Gavin Hamilton tried to diffuse the situation. 

None of the group clearly took my side.” 

By the end, John seemed a little embarrassed as his face went red and he was aware that I had 

challenged him on his language in front of our teammates. After this incident, John never used the 

term “Paki” in front of me again.” 

9. In his Reply Statement dated 9th February 2023 [E/22/95], Mr. Haq produces a scorecard

from the game to demonstrate that after he was first out, all of those he has mentioned

would have been in the Pavilion at the same time [E/23/97].

10. In his Witness Statement dated 7th November 2022 [E/10/43], Mr. Blain gave details of the

difficulties which he claimed he had with AZR in terms of discipline as a coach. In respect

of the specific allegations he stated:

“38. It has been alleged that I used the word Paki during a warm up on the outfield at Headingley. 

Very little information or evidence is put forward in support of this allegation, which I refute 

absolutely. ‘Paki’ was a word that I never used at Yorkshire or anywhere else. It is further alleged that 

I would seek to justify the use of the word ‘Paki’ by explaining that there was nothing wrong with it 

and it was just like calling a British person a Brit, and Australian person an Aussie or a New 

Zealander a Kiwi. I absolutely categorically deny that I would ever seek to justify the use of the word 

‘Paki’ on any basis let alone this absurd basis. This incident did not take place. 

39. I have read the witness statement of Majid Haq, I totally refute the allegations made in it.

40. I remember the game, I remember the ground. The facilities were poor. It was a run-down ground.

I absolutely refute that the conversation that Majid Haq refers to in his witness statement ever took

place. Having regard to the people he says witnessed the conversation it couldn’t have happened. If

Majid is alleging it happened when Scotland were batting, the people he names couldn’t have been in

the same place at the same time as a result of their position in the batting order. Ryan Watson opened

the batting, Majid Haq opened the batting, Gavin Hamilton batted at three, I batted at eight or nine,

Colin Smith was in the middle order and Craig Wright was in the middle order. If Scotland was

batting, it was simply impossible for all of us to be in the same place at the same time as at any given

time during an innings one of us would have been batting.”
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11. JB served the statements of several witnesses who played in the game in Nairobi referred to

by Mr. Haq, namely Ryan Watson [E/15/73], Gavin Hamilton [E/15/75] and Colin Smith

[E/15/77]. In short, all said that they played in the match, had no recollection of the incident

described by Mr. Haq, and would have expected to have done so had it happened in their

presence.

12. Alex Lilley [E/15/79], Jack Hargreaves [E/15/81] and Chavez Younas [E/15/82] all played for

the Yorkshire Second Team at the material time and whilst JB was coach. All state that they

never heard him use the term “Paki”. JB also attached references attesting to his good

character since he became Director of Cricket at Grange Cricket Club in 2015.

13. Mr. Hoggard has admitted the use of the word “Paki” – the first admission is in a letter to the

ECB dated 26th June 2022 [H/9/73] - in this admission he explicitly accepts the verbal and

written use of the word, despite his general lack of recall:

“2. I do not specifically remember using the term “Paki” myself, but I accept having been part of 

group chats and the like when it was used and I contributed to the generality of such conversations – 

albeit I cannot remember exactly on which occasions or in what contexts. The word had been widely 

used throughout the squad, because a number of players of ethnic minority referred to themselves as 

such, so the word became used with what appeared to be implied consent and without any racial abuse 

or other harm intended. I do not harbour racist or discriminatory beliefs of any kind. I accept, 

however, that despite that background, my use of the word (or similar phrases), or contribution to 

group chats in which it was used, would have breached the Directive upon an objective standard and 

on that basis I admit this aspect of the charge.” 

14. Gary Ballance has made, among others, the admission that he “used the term “Paki” towards

Mr. Rafiq on a number of occasions” [Summary of Charges and Responses document].

The Panel’s Decision 

15. The issue to be determined in JB’s case was whether, on the balance of probabilities, he used

the term “Paki” in the circumstances alleged by AZR, and represented by each of paragraphs

1 and 2 of the Charge respectively. As the Panel has already observed, the evidence is the

same or very similar in respect of each.

16. Whilst not strictly necessary, the Panel have looked to identify supporting evidence in respect

of AZR’s evidence. The ECB have submitted that support may be gleaned from the admission

by YCCC that the Club failed to address systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory language

over a long period. As the Panel has made plain in its general remarks, it does not find this

submission persuasive: this admission by YCCC, perhaps not unintentionally, is vague on
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detail, and identifies no specific incident, no specific forms of words, and no individuals. 

Thus, in the Panel’s view, it would be unfair to deploy YCCC’s admission as evidence against 

JB (or indeed any other Respondent).  

17. However, MH and Gary Ballance have admitted that each used the term “Paki” on numerous 

occasions within, in particular, the YCCC environment. In the Panel’s judgment these 

admissions themselves are supportive of AZR’s general assertions that this word was used in 

that manner. Whilst those admissions cannot be taken as direct supporting evidence against 

JB, they can, and in the Panel’s view, should be considered in AZR’s favour when assessing 

his overall credibility.

18. There is then the evidence of Mr. Haq. If the Panel accepts his evidence, it is capable of 

supporting that of AZR, not only as it shows a specific tendency on the part of JB to use this 

word, but also as JB seeks to justify its use in the same way to both. There is no evidence of 

collusion between Mr. Haq and AZR, and nor is any advanced in the written material 

submitted by JB before he withdrew from the process.

19. Mr. Haq attended the hearing and adopted his statement in person. His Reply Statement on its 

face deals with the point made by JB as to the impossibility of the presence of those persons 

said by Mr. Haq to be together at the material time. No contrary evidence has been advanced. 

The Panel finds Mr. Haq’s evidence to be credible and reliable.

20. None of the other players in the Scotland match have attended to give evidence – that is not 

their fault given JB’s stance, but as a consequence their recollection, or lack of recollection, of 

events over 16 years ago remains untested. That must reduce the weight which the Panel can 

give to their evidence.

21. Whilst the Panel is grateful to those who have written character references, those who provide 

contemporaneous evidence fall into the same category in that their recollections, and any 

details thereof, remain untested.

22. In light of AZR’s evidence as regards JB’s use of this word, the independent support provided 

by Mr. Haq as to JB’s tendency to use it, and the admissions of MH and Mr. Ballance, the 

Panel is satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the conduct as alleged in each of 

paragraphs 1 and 2 occurred.

23. In coming to these findings of fact, the Panel has drawn the reasonable inference from JB’s 

failure to attend this Disciplinary Hearing that he did not feel that he had an answer to the 

ECB’s case which would sensibly stand up to cross-examination. This inference of course is 

drawn pursuant to Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations [K/27/507 at 517]. For the 

avoidance of doubt, the drawing of this adverse inference was not determinative of the Panel’s 

Decision.
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24. Turning to the consequential questions which it must ask itself, the Panel is satisfied that,

viewed objectively, the words used by JB were racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a

person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group. It is not surprising and indeed common

sense, in the Panel’s view, that Mr. Hoggard has already admitted that the use of the word

breached this objective standard.

25. In those circumstances therefore it is satisfied that the conduct of JB is prejudicial to the

interests of cricket and brings the game itself into disrepute.

26. Accordingly the Panel finds that paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Charge are proved.

Tim O’Gorman 

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel: 

Tim O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith K.C. 

Representation: 

ECB: Jane Mulcahy K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Onside Law 
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

MICHAEL VAUGHAN (“MV”) 

(“Respondent”) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DECISION OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Charge 

1. By a letter dated 9th February 2022, the ECB notified MV that it was investigating allegations

made against him by Azeem Rafiq [J/1/2a/13], which it set out in that letter as follows:

“As you will be aware, Mr Rafiq has alleged that, on the outfield just prior to the start of the T20 match 

between YCCC and Nottinghamshire CCC at Trent Bridge on 22 June 2009, you made the remark 

“there’s too many of you lot, we need to do something about it” directed towards the four Asian 

players representing YCCC in that match (namely, Mr Rafiq, Adil Rashid, Rana Naved-ul-Hasan and 

Ajmal Shahzad).” 

2. On the 15th June 2022, the ECB issued a Charge Letter [J1/1/6] to MV stating as follows:

“Charge 

Mr Vaughan is charged with one breach of ECB Directive 3.3 which reads as follows: 

“No such person may conduct himself in a manner or do any act or omission which may be prejudicial 

to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of 

Cricketers into disrepute.” 

It is alleged by the ECB that Mr Vaughan used racist and/or discriminatory language on the outfield 

just prior to the start of the T20 match between Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire at Trent Bridge on 22 

June 2009. 
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More specifically, it is alleged that Mr Vaughan made the remark “there’s too many of you lot, we need 

to have a word about that” or alternatively “there’s too many of you lot”, towards the four Asian 

players in the team that day (Azeem Rafiq, Adil Rashid, Rana Naved ul-Hasan and Ajmal Shahzad).” 

3. On the 29th June 2022 in an initial response to the Charge [J/1/138], and again in a Defence

document dated 30th September 2022 [J/1/9/142], MV denied the allegation.

4. In accordance with CDC Regulation 7, this Disciplinary Panel must, upon a consideration of

all the evidence presented to it, determine whether the ECB has satisfied it, on the balance of

probabilities, that the Charge, in either alternative, has been proved.

The Panel’s approach to the Charges 

5. In this case, as with others, the Panel’s approach was in three stages:

(i) On the balance of probabilities, was it satisfied that the conduct in question occurred?

If it was so satisfied, then

(ii) Viewed objectively, was it racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial or ethnic group? If so, then

(iii) Was the conduct that which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which

may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute?

6. If the Panel was satisfied of each limb, then the Charge would be made out.

7. In MV’s case the primary issue was whether the conduct alleged took place. If the Panel was

satisfied that it had, then it was effectively conceded on behalf of MV that the second and

third questions would be answered in the affirmative.

8. This is a serious, specific and isolated allegation against MV – it pertains to a specific day,

and is said to have occurred in specific circumstances. There has been no suggestion that MV

behaved in a similar way on any other occasion whilst a player at Yorkshire CCC (YCCC).

Accordingly the evidence focussed, as does the Panel, on the events of the 22nd June 2009, and

upon what words, if any, were spoken.

9. In accordance with the drafting of the Charge, and indeed the manner in which the case has

been presented by the ECB, the Panel has approached the allegations in order, considering the

evidence pertaining to the longer form of words first. In the event that the Panel was satisfied
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that the longer form of words was spoken by MV, there would be no need to consider the 

shorter alternative. 

10. In the ECB’s Charge the wording alleged to have been used by MV is specifically pleaded. At

paragraph 9 of the ECB’s Opening Note in respect of MV dated 2nd March 2023, the ECB

states that it “will contend that the Panel should find MV committed the conduct alleged”.

And so it is with that in mind, that the Panel turns to consider the evidence relating to the first

part of the Charge (the first limb).
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The First Limb of the Charge: “There’s too many of you lot, we need to have a word about that”? 

The evidence of Azeem Rafiq (AZR) on this issue 

11. The principal evidence presented by the ECB in respect of this allegation emanated from two

sources, namely Azeem Rafiq (AZR) and Adil Rashid (ADR). Both gave evidence before the

Panel adopting their respective witness statements, and each was thereafter cross-examined by

Mr. Stoner K.C. on behalf of MV.

12. In his witness statement, AZR stated as follows [B/9/73]:

“5. At a T20 match against Nottinghamshire at Trent Bridge on 22 June 2009, one incident 

involving Michael really stood out in my mind and has stayed with me ever since. 

6. That match was particularly notable and memorable because it was the first time Yorkshire had ever

had four Asian players in the team…. 

7. Just before the game started, we were standing in a huddle on the boundary edge waiting for the

umpires to walk onto the field. At this point, Michael walked round the huddle and shook the hands of

all four Asian players – myself, Adil, Rana Naved ul-Hasan (Rana) and Ajmal…..It was clear that he 

was making a point of acknowledging us four Asian players specifically to mark the significance of this 

‘first’ for Yorkshire. 

8. Just after the huddle broke up and as we started to walk onto the field of play, Michael said

to us (the four Asian players) “there’s too many of you lot, we need to have a word about

that.” This was said loud enough for all of us Asian players and the other Yorkshire players

to hear it. I have watched the Sky broadcast footage carefully and this happened during a

period when he was not on camera, which was after the handshakes took place, and as we

were walking onto the outfield…. 

10. I remember thinking at the time, “did he actually just say that?” but I tried to let it go and

just focus on my cricket that day and afterwards. The comment made me feel sick and

angry, and it has really stuck with me, even to this day”…. 

14. To be clear, I do not think Michael said those words in an aggressive or malicious way.

Based on what I know of him, I think it could have been really poorly judged ’banter’ or an

inappropriate ‘joke.’ Of course, this was not banter to me. I certainly did not find it funny

then and do not find it funny now. I strongly believe that his comment and particularly his

reference to “you lot” was racist and discriminatory in nature.”
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13. Several matters arise which suggest that the specific words used by AZR were very significant

and remained in his memory:

(i) AZR states that “one incident involving Michael really stood out in my mind and has

stayed with me ever since”;

(ii) The wording of the comment used by AZR is very specific and is reflected in the

allegation;

(iii) It “was said loud enough for all of us Asian players and the other Yorkshire players

to hear it”;

(iv) The comment made me feel sick and angry, and it has really stuck with me, even to

this day”.

14. It is clear that this evidence formed the basis of the ECB’s primary allegation as averred in the

Charge. Moreover, this evidence suggests that the whole of the words used in this phrase were

clearly recalled by AZR for the reasons he expresses.

Cross-examination of AZR 

15. In cross-examination, it became clear that AZR had in fact given different versions of the

second half of this phrase at different times during the proceedings.

16. In chronological order he had given the following accounts:

(i) “There’s one comment that stands out for me. And I remember it to this day….We’re 

walking onto the field and one player said: ‘There’s too many of you lot, we need to 

have a word about that”: AZR quoted in the Wisden article of the 17th August 2020 

[J/1/35]; 

(ii) “In a game in 2009, Nottingham v Yorkshire, as we were all walking on the field, a 

senior player, Michael Vaughan, said ‘Too many of you lot, we need to do something 

about it’”: AZR’s first statement to the Squire Patton Boggs (SPB) investigation

[K/563 at paragraph 16], dated 3rd November 2020;

(iii) “He said ‘there’s too many of you lot, we need to do something about it’”: AZR’s 

interview with SPB on the 13th November 2020 [K/632);

(iv) “There’s too many of you lot, we need to do something about it”: AZR’s corrected 

statement to SPB dated 30th November 2020 [K/708 at paragraph 16];
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(v) “There’s too many of you lot. We need to have a word about that”: AZR’s Grounds

of Claim in the Employment Tribunal dated 11th December 2020 [L/6 at paragraph

8(d)];

(vi) “There’s too many of you lot, we need to have a word about that”: AZR’s witness

statement to the ECB referenced above.

17. The Panel also observed that the consequent wording used by the ECB in its letter dated 9th

February 2022 notifying MV of the investigation [J/1/2a/13], stated that the words related to

the remark “there’s too many of you lot, we need to do something about it”. This is in

contrast to the wording of the Charge itself.

18. In cross-examination, when asked about the discrepancies, AZR said “I think and genuinely

remember it to be "Need to have a word about that", but clearly there's….a little bit of 

discrepancies” [D2T/113]. Moreover AZR was commendably straightforward when he stated 

that “I have got to take responsibility for any inaccuracies.” [D2T/106] 

19. Given the specific nature of the allegation, these inconsistencies are significant, not least since

these are matters which are being recalled some 11 years and more later. Moreover they also

have an impact upon the clarity with which AZR states that he recalls the matter, as set out at

paragraph 13 above.

20. But AZR’s evidence is not in isolation of course, and it is important to analyse the other

evidence which the ECB has led to support the first limb of the Charge. The primary

supporting evidence, say the ECB, comes from Mr. Rashid.

The evidence of Adil Rashid (ADR) on this issue 

21. In his witness statement, ADR stated as follows [B/19/136]:

“7. I did, however, and still do have a clear memory of a comment made by Michael, which I am 

certain he made after the huddle broke up and the team was going on to the pitch. He said: “there’s 

too many of you lot”, followed by words to the effect of “we need to have a word”. I am certain he 

used the phrase “there’s too many of you lot”.….. 

9. In my view, Michael said those words in a joking manner. I do not think he was trying to be

offensive; I think it was a poor attempt at humour, and I was not offended at the time. I did not consider

what he had said to be an issue and I did not speak to anyone else about the comment at the time.”
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22. The juxtaposition of the words “clear memory of” and “words to the effect of” do not fit

together easily, but again that may not be surprising given the passage of time. ADR had only

given the account in his Witness Statement prior to the hearing.

23. He was cross-examined by Mr. Stoner K.C.:

(i) Early in that questioning, he was asked to remind the hearing what the words used by

MV were, and he replied: “There's too many of you lot.  We need to have a word”

[D2T/51];

(ii) However at D2T/69 there was the following exchange:

“Q.  What were the words? Remind me? 

A. "There's too" -- I think you already know what the words are, sir. "There's too many of you lot".

Q. And anything else?

A. "There's too many of you lot. Something needs to be done about it".

Q. "Something needs to be done about it"?

Yes.” 

(iii) And further at D2T/70, ADR said: “As it says there, "There's too many of you lot. We

need to do something about it", and then, shortly afterwards: “Like it says in my

statement, from what I can recall that's what it says from what I can think”…..”I 

have a very clear recollection actually” [D2T/71]. 

24. When giving live evidence therefore ADR’s account regarding the second half of MV’s

alleged comment changed significantly, and developed a similar confusion to that of AZR.

25. Again, difficulties in a clear recollection after now nearly 14 years are unsurprising. But in

respect of an allegation in which the words alleged are particular and important, this clearly

has an adverse impact on the reliability and accuracy of the ADR’s evidence as to the first

limb of this Charge.

26. So, what other supporting evidence for this first limb is advanced by the ECB?
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Rana Naved-ul-Hasan (RNUH) 

27. The ECB contends that a third player in the huddle at the time of the alleged comment, Rana

Naved-ul-Hasan, has provided evidence which, whilst it is of lesser weight as he has not

provided a witness statement and thus has not been available for cross-examination, is

nevertheless supportive of the first limb allegation.

28. The ECB references two documents in this regard. The first is an email [J/1/287] sent by

RNUH to AZR’s former solicitor on the 23rd September 2020 shortly after the initial Wisden

article. It is clear from the context of that email that RNUH is referencing his wider

experiences at YCCC, and thus is offering support for the more generic remarks which AZR

speaks to in that article. RNUH does not refer in this email to a comment by MV.

29. At J/1/23 appears an article written by George Dobell for ESPN Cricinfo dated 5th November

2021. The headline reads: “Former Yorkshire player RNUH says he heard Vaughan’s alleged

racist comments.” Mr. Dobell quotes the words allegedly used by MV as “There’s too many

of you lot, we need to do something about it”, and reports in his article that RNUH “heard

MV making racially insensitive comments to a group of Asian players at Yorkshire”.

30. The Panel has several observations regarding the ECB’s reliance on this evidence:

(i) Regarding the first limb of the Charge, this does not provide support in any event – in

fact it contradicts the words in the Charge;

(ii) This evidence is hearsay and probably second-hand hearsay at that - Mr. Dobell

appears to report what RNUH allegedly told someone at Cricinfo and not, by

inference, to him directly;

(iii) no evidence is presented to the Panel from Mr. Dobell as to the provenance of this

article in any event.

31. Mr. Dobell suggests that RNUH “has reiterated his preparedness to provide evidence to any

inquiry as required.” This was on the 5th November 2021. Yet just two months later, in

January 2022, there is direct evidence that his attitude to assisting the ECB, and to supporting

AZR, is in fact quite the opposite.

32. At J/1/469-473 are text messages sent on behalf of the ECB to RNUH in January 2022 clearly

asking for his availability to provide relevant witness evidence to the ECB as regards AZR’s

allegations. All they received, after chasing, was a text from RNUH saying he was not

available. There has been no further communication from or with RNUH.
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33. This direct communication from RNUH directly contradicts Mr. Dobell’s November 2021

article, and highlights the danger of relying on hearsay evidence (indeed double hearsay 

evidence). Moreover, it must substantially weaken each purported statement alleged to have 

emanated from RNUH within that article. The Panel therefore is able to give very little 

weight to them.

Other persons present at the time of the alleged comment on the 22nd June 2009? 

34. The Panel then considered, in respect of this first limb, any evidence from those present at the 

time of the alleged comments on the 22nd June 2009. Do any of them support the use of the 

form of words alleged by the ECB in the first limb?

35. The short answer is no. The emailed evidence of other players who have been approached by 

Brabners in this regard is set out at J/1/262 et seq. A more detailed approach to this evidence 

is undertaken later in this Decision, as it is to the appropriate weight to be given to it.

36. Whilst there is of course other evidence which the ECB rely upon in its contention that MV 

made a comment at the material time (and which the Panel addresses later), there is no other 

evidence which is advanced to support the words averred in the first limb.

The approach of the ECB to the original first limb allegation in its closing submissions 

37. And so, finally in considering the first limb, the Panel turns to the ECB’s approach to this limb 

in its opening and then closing submissions.

38. The ECB opened the case against MV stating that it“will contend that the Panel should find 

MV committed the conduct alleged”. The primary allegation was contained in the first limb.

39. However Ms. Mulcahy K.C., in her closing submissions, focussed on the alleged words used 

in the second rather than the first limb [D4T/55]:

“What actually happened here is Mr Vaughan said "there is too many of you lot" to a group of Asian 

players because they were Asian. In the circumstances, we say you should find that Mr Vaughan said 

the words alleged, that the words were racist and/or discriminatory and that the words may be 

prejudicial to the interests of cricket or may bring Mr Vaughan or the game of cricket into disrepute.” 

40. After Ms. Mulcahy K.C. had concluded, the Panel asked, given the tenor of those closing

remarks, what the ECB’s position now was as regards the first limb. Ms. Mulcahy K.C. stated

that the ECB’s primary case was now the second limb, namely “there’s too many of you lot”.

Ms. Mulcahy K.C. conceded that this was “slightly messy” “because Mr. Rashid and Mr.
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Rafiq have both said "we need to do something about that" or "we need to have a word about 

that". 

41. It is plain to the Panel that this explanation, and the reliance by the ECB in closing upon the

second limb as its primary case, which is in contrast to the way in which the Charge was

drafted and the case opened, recognises the weakness which the contrary versions of the

second part of the phrase have created.

The Panel’s Decision regarding the first limb of the Charge 

42. The ECB’s case on the first limb, as distinct from the second limb, relies on proof that the

words used were “there’s too many of you lot, we need to have a word about that”. There are

significant inconsistencies in the evidence of both primary witnesses, AZR and ADR, in this

regard. These are recognised by the ECB in the manner in which it closed its case.

43. Considering all the relevant evidence on this first limb of the Charge, the Panel is not satisfied

on the balance of probabilities that this form of words was said. Accordingly, the first limb of

the ECB’s Charge against MV is not proved.
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The Second Limb of the Charge: “There’s too many of you lot” 

44. The Panel must consider what, if any, impact it’s conclusions regarding the first limb have on

the reliability and accuracy of the evidence pertaining to the second limb, to which the Panel 

now turns. It is evident that there must be some impact, but in order to assess its extent the 

Panel must first consider the other relevant evidence presented to it regarding this second 

limb.

The evidence of AZR and ADR 

45. The evidence of AZR is summarised at paragraphs 11 to 20 above, and that of ADR at

paragraphs 21 to 25 above. It is not necessary to repeat those summaries here, and no

disrespect to the evidence of either is intended in not doing so.

46. It is both right and fair to say that both have at all times been consistent that the words which

constitute the allegation in the second limb were said in the form alleged. The fact that ADR

supports the words originally alleged by AZR carries weight in the Panel’s judgment, and that

must be the starting point in considering this allegation.

47. It is also important to note that no suggestion has been made at any stage by those

representing MV that either AZR or ADR is lying, but simply that they are mistaken in

suggesting these words were said, on this occasion, by MV. Given the admission made by

YCCC as to the systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory language more generally within

the Club, and the passage of many years, they contend that such mistakes are not necessarily

surprising.

48. And so, in order to test the evidence of AZR and ADR, and the contentions of both parties, it

is necessary to look at the other relevant evidence before the Panel.

The evidence of MV 

49. It was not necessary to summarise MV’s evidence in its analysis of the first limb given the

Panel’s reasoning. The Panel must of course judge the evidence of MV by just the same fair

standards it applies to all other witnesses.

50. In short, as regards the allegation, MV has been firm and consistent from the outset in his

“categoric” denial that he used the words alleged under both limbs. In the Panel’s view there

is no real substance in the suggestion by the ECB that, just because MV can’t remember any

specifics of what he said on that day more generally, he was thus implicitly accepting he may

have said that which is alleged. His position has been clear at all times: he did not say these

words, and he would not have said these words.

51. And so the Panel turns to the consider the surrounding evidence.
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The Video of the Huddle and the entry of the Yorkshire team onto the pitch 

52. This T20 match between YCCC and Nottinghamshire CCC was covered live by Sky

television. Thus, in evidence the Panel were presented with footage from Sky’s coverage. This

focussed on the YCCC players before the game, when they were in a huddle at the boundary’s

edge, and then as they made their way onto the field. This footage lasted 2 minutes and 35

seconds, and was the subject of much comment by the parties.

53. In respect of this evidence AZR said in his statement [J/1/25]:

“I have watched the Sky broadcast footage carefully and this happened during a period when he was 

not on camera, which was after the handshakes took place, and as we were walking onto the outfield 

(before the camera shots which show Adil and Tim Bresnan, and before the longer shot which showed 

the whole team on the outfield).” 

54. ADR said as follows [J/1/136]:

“I have seen the Sky Sports television footage of the huddle which shows Michael shaking hands with 

me, Rana, Azeem and Ajmal. Until I saw that footage broadcast in the media, I didn’t recall the 

handshakes part…..I did, however, and still do have a clear memory of a comment made by Michael, 

which I am certain he made after the huddle broke up and the team was going on to the pitch.” 

55. The first question which the Panel must therefore ask itself in respect of this contemporaneous

footage is whether the Sky coverage supports the second limb allegation against MV: the short

answer, not least given the evidence of AZR and ADR above, is no.

56. But that is not an end to the relevance of this footage, since the Panel must go on to consider

whether there is any evidence within it which can assist the Panel in drawing a reasonable

inference as to whether it is more likely or not that MV said these words at the time alleged.

That requires a closer analysis of the video evidence.

57. The ECB, in its closing remarks, at paragraph 18.1, contend that the fact that MV was shown

on the video shaking the hands of only the Asian players suggests that he had identified the

four cricketers as a distinct group, rendering it more likely that he used the words alleged.

58. MV’s evidence in this regard was as follows [J/1/155-6]:

“9. I remember the 2009 Game for very positive reasons and precisely because it was the first time in 

Yorkshire’s history that four players of Asian heritage had been selected in the same team. It was an 

important milestone for the county, and it was also a moment of pride for me personally. 
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10. At the time of the 2009 Game, I was a senior professional nearing the end of my playing career.

Having been the first non-Yorkshire born player signed by the county, I also saw it as a sign of the

continued progress that had been made by the club during my time there.

11. I remember very intentionally making a point of shaking hands with Adil, Azeem, Rana and Ajmal

to congratulate each of them just before the 2009 Game begun because I recognised that it was a

significant moment.

12. My view was that the inclusion of 4 Asian players in the Yorkshire team was a very positive and

welcome development and was one which ought to have been acknowledged and celebrated.”

59. There are several relevant matters which arise from the video footage which assists the Panel

to draw reasonable inferences either for or against these competing submissions. It must be

noted firstly that, given the evidence of AZR and ADR, the resultant window in which the

comment could have been said is some 19 seconds.

60. As each of AZR [D2T/117], ADR [D2T/45], and MV [J/1/158] stated in evidence, when the

cameraman was filming the huddle, the players could not know whether his feed was being

broadcast live. By inference therefore, nor could they be sure that what they were saying could

not be heard.

61. The cameraman filming the huddle focussed primarily on MV throughout the footage which

the viewer sees - whether that was the cameraman’s choice or the director’s matters not. The

first shot of the huddle is directed at MV after the commentator remarks “good to see

Vaughan playing”, and thereafter the focus, when the director chooses to use the feed from

the cameraman at the huddle, remained primarily upon MV. Those representing MV submit

that this renders it very unlikely that MV would say anything untoward when any such

comments may well have been broadcast live.

62. At 00.45 MV is seen laughing and joking directly with some of the 4 players, to which some

respond in a similar manner, suggestive of not only a warm approach taken by MV towards

them, but one which is reciprocated. The viewer also sees Jacques Rudolph and AZR laughing

and joking together (00.48). Later, at 01.38, MV is speaking with ADR, and both are smiling.

63. From 01.06 to 01.51, when the director cuts back to the cameraman at the huddle, the latter’s

focus is primarily upon MV – indeed, the cameraman moves to as close a position as possible

to MV for his shots. It is a reasonable inference that MV would have been aware of this – in

fact in the Panel’s view, he could hardly not have been: at 01.51 MV appears to be looking in

the direction of the cameraman. It is also reasonable to infer that the focus of the cameraman

upon MV was likely to have lasted for as long as the cameraman was present.

64. At this point it is right to note the following in MV’s evidence [D3T/103]:
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“I have been in cricket for 30 years now and, you know, whether it has been in the broadcast unit since 

2010, I have not had a team member come to me with a comment that I could have said or would have 

said to put them in a state of mind that wouldn't allow them to go out and perform, and I think the 

comment that I have been alleged to have said is a comment that would put a group of my own team 

mates into a position where they wouldn't be able to perform to their maximum, and that's certainly not 

what I'm about.” 

65. Given MV’s longevity as a captain and leader in both the international and county arenas, and

the fact that this is an isolated allegation, the Panel gives some weight to this assertion.

66. The footage cuts back to the umpires and YCCC team at around 02.12. The huddle has broken

at least in part, as RNUH is seen walking behind the umpires in a different direction to the

other players.

67. The cameraman is not seen leaving the field of play until 02.18. He is still within the boundary

rope. By inference therefore he had remained close to the huddle for most, if not all, of the

time that the broadcast footage had cut away from the players between 01.52 and 02.11,

namely the 19 second period.

68. The submissions which are made as to the importance of evidence from witnesses who have

not provided any form of account the Panel ignores. Whatever the rights or wrongs of either

party’s choice or failure to interview a witness, the Panel cannot speculate as to what any

person may or may not have said.

MV’s Tweets 

69. In its closing remarks the ECB submitted that MV’s 3 tweets, 2 in 2010 [J/1/47-8] and 1 in

2017 [J/1/49], were “central to the case” [D7T/29]. There is no doubt that these tweets are, to

use MV’s description, “offensive” and “completely unacceptable” [D3T/116-117].

70. The tweets are clearly capable of supporting the ECB’s case on the second limb because,

whilst not using the same language, the tone and nature of these tweets is similar to that of the

comment alleged. And, in respect of the two tweets in 2010 in particular, they therefore

demonstrate that, 15-16 months after the relevant time, MV may have had a tendency to use

such language, rendering it more likely that he would have used the words averred on the 22nd

June 2009.

71. The Panel sees the force in that argument. However to say that those tweets are “central” is,

in the Panel’s view, putting the matter too highly – whether that submission reflects concern

as to the inconsistencies within the evidence as to what precisely was said matters not. The

fact is that this evidence is capable of supporting the accounts of both AZR and ADR.
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72. But, as a matter of fairness, the Panel’s approach to the weight which it gives to this evidence

must be balanced against the following matters. Firstly the comment which is the subject

matter of this Charge is the only one alleged in a lengthy and high profile playing career.

73. Secondly Ajmal Shahzad, in his interview with the ECB on the 3rd December 2021 which was

conducted as part of this investigation, positively stated that he had never heard MV make any

racist comments in the 5 years or so when he was with him at YCCC [L90]:

“…so I don't remember him saying stuff like that. He wasn’t that way inclined, you know, he definitely 

wasn’t. He wasn’t that way inclined.” 

74. The Panel is mindful, in terms of weight, that AS has not given evidence, but it seems to the

Panel, given the isolated nature of this alleged conduct, that there could have been no sensible

challenge to this aspect of his interview in any event.

The evidence of the other YCCC players in the match on the 22nd June 2009 

75. There were of course a number of other players present at the time the comment which is

the subject of the second limb was allegedly made. What do they say if anything? To this 

end it is worth repeating the relevant evidence of AZR in this regard [B/9/74/8]:

“Just after the huddle broke up and as we started to walk onto the field of play, Michael said to us (the 

four Asian players) “there’s too many of you lot, we need to have a word about that.” This was said 

loud enough for all of us Asian players and the other Yorkshire players to hear it.” 

RNUH and Ajmal Shahzad 

76. The first witnesses to consider are the two other “Asian players”. The Panel’s approach to the

evidence relating to RNUH is set out at paragraphs 27 to 33 above, and is not repeated here.

77. Ajmal Shahzad was interviewed by the ECB on the 3rd December 2021: that interview was

recorded. He was specifically asked about this match and the alleged comment at L86-90. The

relevant answers he gave are as follows:

“Q: …. So I mean, do you recall anything that Michael Vaughan said to you during that huddle or then 

afterwards as you walked...walked onto the pitch? 

AS: No. 

……I do not recall Vaughany saying that. 
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……like I say going on back to that comment, I didn't hear it….. 

….But yes, so going back to the Vaughany stuff I didn't hear him say it, sorry.” 

78. The Panel notes of course that Mr. Shahzad has not been called as a witness, and so has not

been subject to cross-examination. But, as above, in the Panel’s judgment this evidence bears

some weight not least as Mr. Shahzad was one of the 4 players allegedly targeted by the

comment, which, according to AZR, was said loudly enough for him to hear.

The remaining Players 

79. The relevant evidence of those other players who were contacted and who have engaged with

the process in one way or another is set out at J/1/262 and following. The Panel will address

the evidence of each player.

80. Each of those players was contacted by Brabners, MV’s solicitors, by email, and each

responded by email. None have been called to give evidence and none have therefore been

tested in cross-examination, and that reduces the weight which the Panel is able to give to

their responses – with that important caveat, different factors apply in each of their cases.

81. Deon Kruis [J/1/262], in an email in late 2022, says he heard nothing because he was doing

his warm up at the time. He is right - it is clear from the Sky footage that he was away from

the huddle at the material time. His evidence takes matters no further therefore.

82. In a text in late October 2022 [J1/264] Andrew Gale, and in an email of a similar date

[J/1/271] Tim Bresnan, both deny hearing those words spoken by MV. Given the Panel’s

findings in respect of the Charge which they each face, the Panel gives this evidence minimal

weight.

83. Adam Lyth, through an email from his solicitors in late October 2022 [J/1/267], states that he

did not hear the alleged comment. This merits at least some weight, since he was, when the

camera broke away from the huddle, roughly the same distance from MV as ADR, if not

closer.

84. The final player in this group is Jacques Rudolph. He was the Captain of YCCC on the 22nd

June 2009. He states in his email dated 21st October 2022 [J/1/273] that “I can…categorically

state that I did not hear any comment made in that regard.”

85. The Panel attaches considerable weight to Mr. Rudolph’s evidence, notwithstanding that he

did not give live evidence, for the following reasons. Firstly, at I/22 in his Witness Statement

in the case of Richard Pyrah, AZR said as follows in respect of Mr. Rudolph:
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“Jacques Rudolph was also referred to as “one of us” or “one of you lot” (i.e. as an Asian player) 

during his time with Yorkshire between 2007 and 2011 by Richard, I presume because his skin was 

darker than the white Yorkshire players.” 

86. Thus if AZR is accurate in this assertion, then, in the Panel’s view, it is likely that Mr.

Rudolph may have been more sensitive to a comment such as that alleged against MV,

whatever the nature of his own heritage.

87. Moreover, Mr. Rudolph is standing between MV and the 4 Asian players at the time the

camera breaks away from the huddle at 01.52 on the footage, and indeed next to AZR. He had

been in that same position since 00.45, and it is reasonable to infer that he remained in that

proximity for the next 19 seconds or so or until the huddle broke up.

88. Finally, the Panel notes that at 01.16 and for a few seconds thereafter Mr. Rudolph is leaning

on AZR’s shoulder suggesting at least a cordiality between them. There is no suggestion by

AZR, or by anyone, of any inappropriate, racist or discriminatory behaviour in Mr. Rudolph’s

years at YCCC.

89. Accordingly the Panel draws the following conclusions from this evidence:

(i) There is no support for the evidence of AZR and ADR;

(ii) There is some evidence, and in particular that of Mr. Rudolph, which suggests that

the alleged comment did not take place in those 19 seconds.

The inconsistency of AZR and ADR in respect of the first limb 

90. As trailed earlier, the Panel must consider what, if any, impact it’s conclusions and reasoning

in respect of the first limb have on the reliability and accuracy of the evidence pertaining to

second limb.

91. Plainly, the fact of such differing accounts as to the second half of the alleged comment must

have some impact. And so the Panel has looked for any supporting evidence for the evidence

of AZR and ADR in respect of the allegation in this second limb.

92. That supporting evidence is confined to the 2 tweets published by MV towards the end of

2010. For the reasons expressed above this is of limited support, not least as it is not direct

evidence of the events on the 22nd June 2009.

93. However there is significant and direct evidence emanating from other sources which suggests

that the inaccuracy and unreliability of the evidence of AZR and ADR regarding the words

alleged in the first limb may extend to that alleged in the second, and in particular:
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(i) The Sky footage; and

(ii) The evidence of other Players, particularly the interview of Mr. Shahzad and the

email from Mr. Rudolph (despite their stated limitations).

The Panel’s Decision regarding the second limb of the Charge 

94. Having taken into account all the relevant evidence in respect of the second and alternative

limb of the Charge, the Panel is not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that these words

were spoken by MV at the time and in the specific circumstances alleged.

95. Accordingly, the second limb of the ECB’s Charge against MV is not proved.

Concluding remarks in the case of MV 

96. These findings do not in any way undermine the wider assertions made by AZR, many of

which of course have been confirmed by the admissions of both YCCC and certain

individuals, as well as by other findings of this Panel.

97. However the Panel has been required to concentrate on the focussed evidence presented to it

by both parties in respect of one comment, made in two parts, on an afternoon now nearly 14

years ago. This is not a case which necessitated a conclusion from the Panel that anyone has

lied or acted out of malice. Far from it, the Panel had to consider whether the case as

presented to it by the ECB, in light of all the evidence, was sufficiently accurate and reliable,

on the balance of probabilities, to rule out mistake. It was not.

Tim O’Gorman 

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel: 

Tim O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith K.C. 

Representation: 

ECB: Jane Mulcahy K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Onside Law 

Respondent: Christopher Stoner K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Brabners 
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

RICHARD PYRAH (“RP”) 

(“Respondent”) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DECISION OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Charge 

1. On the 15th June 2022, the ECB issued a Charge Letter [I/1/3] to RP stating as follows:

“Charge 

Mr Pyrah is charged with one breach of ECB Directive 3.3, which reads as follows as regards any part 

of the Charge dating from the period from 2008 to 2014 inclusive: 

“No such person may conduct himself in a manner or do any act or omission which may be prejudicial 

to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of 

Cricketers into disrepute.” 

As regards any part of the Charge that relates to the period from March 2018 onwards, ECB Directive 

3.3 reads as follows: 

“No Participant may conduct themself in a manner or do any act or omission at any time which 

may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which may bring the ECB, the game of cricket 

or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute.” 

Specifically, it is alleged by the ECB that Mr Pyrah breached ECB Directive 3.3 by using the following 

racist and/or discriminatory language:  

1. The term “you lot”:
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a) towards and/or about the former Yorkshire cricketer Azeem Rafiq during the warm-up

before a T20 Cup match between Yorkshire and Lancashire at Headingley on 17 June

2011 when referring to Mr Rafiq and his fellow Yorkshire cricketers Adil Rashid and

Ajmal Shahzad by saying “why are you lot always together, why don’t you come and

chill with us?” and/or “where are you lot going?”; and/or

b) towards and/or about Mr Rafiq on other occasions in the period between 2008 and 2014

(inclusive) and/or in 2018; and/or

2. the terms “fit Paki” and/or “FP” about Asian women:

a) referring to Amna Rafiq as “FP” at Headingley on an official Yorkshire media day in

April 2014 whilst in Mr Rafiq’s presence; and/or

b) on other occasions in the Yorkshire environment in 2014 and/or in 2018.”

2. In a Statement of Defence dated the 7th November 2022 [I/7/67] RP denied that he had

breached ECB Directive 3.3 as alleged or at all.

3. In accordance with CDC Regulation 7, this Disciplinary Panel must, upon a consideration of

all the evidence presented to it, determine whether the ECB has satisfied it, on the balance of

probabilities, that the Charge has been proved.

4. On the 7th February 2023 RP publicly stated that he would not be engaging with the ECB

disciplinary process further and that he would not attend this hearing.

The Panel’s approach to the Charges 

5. In this case, as with others, the Panel’s approach was in three stages:

(i) On the balance of probabilities, was it satisfied that the conduct in question occurred?

If it was so satisfied, then

(ii) Viewed objectively, was it racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial or ethnic group? If so, then

(iii) Was the conduct that which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which

may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute?
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Paragraph 1 of the Charge: the term “you lot” 

The Relevant Evidence 

6. Whilst Paragraphs 1(a) and (b) are separate allegations, the relevant evidence is common to

them both.

7. AZR’s relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [I/4/20]:

“10. He used the term “you lot” often and directed at me and other players of Asian heritage. One 

occasion I specifically recall Richard using the term “you lot” was during the warm-up before a T20 

match against Lancashire at Headingley on 17 June 2011 towards me, Ajmal Shahzad and Adil Rashid 

where he said things like “why are you lot always together, why don’t you come and chill with us?” 

and “where are you lot going?”. 

11. Jacques Rudolph was also referred to as “one of us” or “one of you lot” (i.e. as an Asian player)

during his time with Yorkshire between 2007 and 2011 by Richard, I presume because his skin was

darker than the white Yorkshire players.”

8. There was also the following exchange in cross-examination of AZR by Mr. Stoner K.C.

during the hearing in respect of MV [D2T/181]:

“Q: The term "You Lot", do you accept that it is a term which is totally innocent unless it is directed at 

people because of the colour of their skin or race or other identification like that? 

A. I think if it recognises and groups a certain group of people together then I think it's -- I mean it 

would be -- I don't think you are suggesting this -- but definitely not innocent.

Q. What I am suggesting by way of an example, Mr Rafiq, if there was a team meeting and it was said 

"You lot over there" to the bowlers, that would be an innocent use of the words "You lot", wouldn't it?

A. Yes, if we are talking about bowlers.

Q. Yes.  Or batters or anything like that, nothing associated with race, just everyday sort of ...

A. Yes.

Q. But, of course, your allegation is the term "You Lot" and your complaint is it is said towards Asian 

players which is the key differentiator from the innocent examples.  So that is the offensive element. It's 

referred to -- it's a use referred to people to distinguish them because of their race?
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A. Yes, correct.”

9. RP’s evidence is set out in his Witness Statement [I/8/72]:

“I would never and have never used the alleged language…., especially as such language used is racist 

and/or discriminatory, upsetting and offensive and for these reasons alone I would not use it 

and certainly not to a friend whom at all material times Azeem was to me. 

…. 

I deny that I made any such comments and, therefore, deny that I breached ECB Directive 3.3 by using 

the alleged racist and/or discriminatory language.” 

10. The ECB accepts that no other witness supports this specific allegation against RP, although

Ajmal Shahzad was asked about this general comment in his interview with the ECB on the

3rd December 2021 [L/5/52 at 65]:

"Q:…were you ever referred to in comments with the phrase such as ‘You lot’ or something to group 

you in that way? 

AS: I would say yes, I would say yes again I’m thinking because I...there’s every chance that one of 

...one of us, as in me Rash would have definitely said ‘you lot’ about the English group of players, so I 

can see how you...I can see what you’re asking me, and singled...it just...taken out of context you would 

think that doesn’t...that doesn’t sound appropriate, but what...so what I’d say is it was...I think it was 

said, but at no point did they say “You lot over there, you lot over there, you lot you lot you lot...” and 

it was just a...again you lot were just pigeonholed and it was just you lot and us...no not at all.” 

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 1(a): towards and/or about the former Yorkshire cricketer 

Azeem Rafiq during the warm-up before a T20 Cup match between Yorkshire and Lancashire at 

Headingley on 17 June 2011 when referring to Mr Rafiq and his fellow Yorkshire cricketers Adil 

Rashid and Ajmal Shahzad by saying “why are you lot always together, why don’t you come and 

chill with us?” and/or “where are you lot going?” 

11. This is a specific and not a general allegation, namely that this phrase was explicitly used in a

racist and/or discriminatory manner to AZR, Mr. Rashid and Mr. Shahzad on this occasion.

12. The weight to be given to RP’s Witness Statement is reduced as he of course has not given

evidence.

13. But, as a counterweight to that reduction sits the evidence of Mr. Shahzad in his interview

with the ECB, who not only provides a different context to the use of the words “you lot” in
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the changing room but references Mr. Rashid in doing so. Of course Mr. Shahzad has not been 

called as a witness at this hearing, but nevertheless his interview with the ECB was recorded 

and so there is no dispute as to what he said. In those circumstances the Panel feels able to 

give some weight to this evidence.  

14. Mr. Shahzad does not appear to have been asked by the ECB about this specific allegation

either in that interview or at all, and it does not speculate as to what he may have said –

nevertheless, the Panel does have his general approach to the use of the phrase as referred to

above.

15. The Panel once more notes the availability of Mr. Rashid to deal with the evidence of both

AZR and Mr. Shahzad in either his Witness Statement or evidence, although it does not

venture to guess what he may have said. It also notes that Mr. Rudolph, who is also

specifically named as a target of RP, has provided no evidence on this topic - the email which

he provided to Mr. Vaughan’s solicitors [J/1/273] does not take the allegation regarding RP

any further.

16. The Panel’s focus must remain on the evidence that is before it – given the above, and

particularly the interview of Mr. Shahzad, the Panel cannot not be satisfied on the balance of

probabilities either that the alleged conduct took place on that occasion or, if it did, it was

racist and/or discriminatory in its context.

17. Accordingly Paragraph 1(a) is not proved.

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 1(b): towards and/or about Mr Rafiq on other occasions in 

the period between 2008 and 2014 (inclusive) and/or in 2018 

18. The Panel is satisfied on the evidence that the term “you lot” was regularly used within

YCCC, and thus, in that sense, that the conduct occurred.

19. However, the second question which the Panel must ask itself, namely whether, viewed

objectively, it was racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s membership of a

particular racial or ethnic group is not so straightforward.

20. As the Panel has observed, the evidence is clear that the context of the use of the term “you

lot” is all important. AZR (in cross-examination) and Mr. Shahzad are clear about this.

21. This a generic allegation. The Panel observes that Mr. Rashid does not appear to have been

asked about this at all, notwithstanding the fact that he is referred to by AZR as someone to

whom such comments would be directed.
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22. If anyone, and there may well have been occasions, grouped together the Asian players within 

the YCCC environment in a racist and/or discriminatory context, it would of course be utterly 

reprehensible both then and now.

23. However, considering all the evidence presented to it, the Panel cannot be satisfied, without 

specific and reliable examples to make the wider point, given that the term was regularly used 

in an entirely discriminatory-free context, that, viewed objectively, the use of the term per se 

was racist and/or discriminatory.

24. For these reasons therefore, the Panel does not find the allegation under Paragraph 1(b) 

proved.
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Paragraph 2 of the Charge: the terms “fit Paki” and/or “FP” 

The Relevant Evidence 

25. Whilst Paragraphs 2(a) and (b) are separate allegations, the evidence is common to them both.

26. Azeem Rafiq’s (AZR’s) relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [I/4/20]:

“12. Another term that Richard used a lot was the shortened version of “fit Paki”, which was “FP”. 

One specific occasion when I heard Richard use this term, was when I was standing with him, 

alongside other players such as Tim, Gary and others, by the East Stand at Headingley. It was on a 

Yorkshire press day in April 2014 and my sister, Amna, who I believe was on work experience with the 

Club at the time. I remember clearly when Richard saw her, he kept calling her “FP”. I am really 

angry and embarrassed with myself for not saying or doing anything about it at the time as not only 

were they making racist comments, but they were being derogatory about my sister. I think part of the 

problem was that this sort of language was just so common that I did not think much of it at the time, 

which is shameful. 

13. I remember he used “FP” a lot and said it would mean “fit Paki”. He continued to use that phrase

towards and about Asian women afterwards…… 

14. Richard’s use of the “FP” [and other] phrases were only something I remembered after giving

evidence to the DCMS Select Committee. Although I now remember hearing Richard using these

phrases, my more recent recollection of this just shows how common these sorts of words and phrases

were at the time at the Club as they did not initially stand out in my memory during the Investigation.”

27 There is no other witness who provides direct support for AZR’s assertions. 

28. RP’s clear denials are set out in his Witness Statement [I/8/72]:

“….I repeat my denial that I used/expressed the terms “fit Paki” and/or “FP” about Asian women, 

referring to Amna Rafiq as “FP” at Headingley on an official Yorkshire media day in April 2014 

whilst in Mr Rafiq’s presence. 

…… 

……I repeat my denial that I used/expressed the terms “fit Paki” and/or “FP” about Asian women, on 

occasions in the Yorkshire environment in 2014 and/or in 2018 as alleged or at all.” 

29. Mr. Hoggard has admitted the use of the word “Paki” – the first admission is in a letter to the

ECB dated 26th June 2022 [H/9/73] - in this admission he explicitly accepts the verbal and

written use of the word, despite his general lack of recall:
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“2. I do not specifically remember using the term “Paki” myself, but I accept having been part of 

group chats and the like when it was used and I contributed to the generality of such conversations – 

albeit I cannot remember exactly on which occasions or in what contexts. The word had been widely 

used throughout the squad, because a number of players of ethnic minority referred to themselves as 

such, so the word became used with what appeared to be implied consent and without any racial abuse 

or other harm intended. I do not harbour racist or discriminatory beliefs of any kind. I accept, 

however, that despite that background, my use of the word (or similar phrases), or contribution to 

group chats in which it was used, would have breached the Directive upon an objective standard and 

on that basis I admit this aspect of the charge.” 

30. Gary Ballance has made, among others, the following admissions [Summary of Charges and

Responses document]:

(i) that he “used the term “Paki” towards Mr. Rafiq on a number of occasions”;

(ii) that he used the phrase “don’t talk to him, he’s a Paki” about Mr. Rafiq on a number

of social occasions when Mr. Rafiq was speaking with women; and

(iii) that he used the phrase “he’s not a sheikh, he’s got no oil” to women with whom Mr

Rafiq was speaking on one social occasion.

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 2(a) and (b) 

31. The issue to be determined in respect of both paragraphs, based upon the same evidence, was

whether, on the balance of probabilities, RP used the term “Fit Paki” and/or “FP” in the

circumstances alleged by AZR, and represented by each of paragraphs 2(a) and (b) of the

Charge respectively. As the Panel has already observed, the evidence is the same or very

similar in respect of each.

32. Whilst not strictly necessary, the Panel have looked to identify supporting evidence in respect

of AZR’s evidence. The ECB have submitted that support may be gleaned from the admission

by YCCC that the Club failed to address systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory language

over a long period. As the Panel has made plain in its general remarks, it does not find this

submission persuasive: this admission by YCCC, perhaps not unintentionally, is vague on

detail, and identifies no specific incident, no specific forms of words, and no individuals.

Thus, in the Panel’s view, it would be unfair to deploy YCCC’s admission as evidence against

RP (or indeed any other Respondent).

33. However, Matthew Hoggard and Gary Ballance have both admitted that each used the term

“Paki” on numerous occasions within, in particular, the YCCC environment. In the Panel’s
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judgment these admissions themselves are supportive of AZR’s general assertions that this 

word was used in that manner.  

34. However, that is not the end of the matter. Mr. Ballance has also admitted saying “don’t talk

to him, he’s a Paki”  to women in AZR’s presence on “a number of occasions”. This provides

support for AZR’s evidence not only as regards his general credibility as to whether the word

“Paki” was in fact used, but also that it was used in the context of conversations involving

women.

35. Whilst those admissions cannot be taken as direct supporting evidence against RP, they can,

and in the Panel’s view, should be considered in AZR’s favour when assessing his overall

credibility.

36. In light of AZR’s evidence as regards RP’s use of these phrases, and the support given to his

overall credibility as to both the use and context of the word “Paki” by the admissions of Mr.

Hoggard and Mr. Ballance, the Panel is satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the

conduct as alleged in each of paragraphs 2(a) and (b) is proved.

37. In coming to these findings of fact, the Panel has drawn the reasonable inference from RP’s

failure to attend this Disciplinary Hearing that he did not feel that he had an answer to the

ECB’s case which would sensibly stand up to cross-examination. This inference of course is

drawn pursuant to Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations [K/27/507 at 517]. For the

avoidance of doubt, the drawing of this adverse inference was not determinative of the Panel’s

Decision.

38. Turning to the consequential questions which it must ask itself, the Panel is satisfied that,

viewed objectively, the words used by RP were racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a

person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group. In those circumstances therefore it is

satisfied that the conduct of RP is prejudicial to the interests of cricket and brings the game

itself into disrepute.

39. Accordingly the Panel finds that paragraphs 2(a) and (b) of the Charge are proved.

Tim O’Gorman 

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel: 

Tim O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith K.C. 

Representation: 

ECB: Jane Mulcahy K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Onside Law 
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

ANDREW GALE (“AG”) 

(“Respondent”) 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DECISION OF THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Charge 

1. On the 15th June 2022, the ECB issued a Charge Letter [G/1/3] to AG stating as follows:

“Charge 

Mr Gale is charged with one breach of ECB Directive 3.3, which reads as follows as regards any part 

of the Charge dating from the period from 2008 to 2014 inclusive: 

“No such person may conduct himself in a manner or do any act or omission which may be prejudicial 

to the interests of cricket or which may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of 

Cricketers into disrepute.” 

As regards any part of the Charge that relates to 2016 to 2018, ECB Directive 3.3 reads as follows: 

“No Participant may conduct themself in a manner or do any act or omission at any time which 

may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which may bring the ECB, the game of cricket 

or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute.” 

Specifically, it is alleged by the ECB that Mr Gale breached ECB Directive 3.3 by using the following 

racist and/or discriminatory language: 

1. the term “Rafa the Kaffir”:
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(a) towards the former Yorkshire cricketer Azeem Rafiq on 27 June 2008 in the Yorkshire

dressing room during Mr Rafiq’s Yorkshire First XI debut in the T20 Cup against

Nottinghamshire in Nottingham; and/or

(b) towards Mr Rafiq on other occasions between 27 June 2008 and the end of the 2010

season; and/or

2. the term “Paki”:

(a) during the lunch break of a Yorkshire Second XI match against Somerset Second XI at

Taunton Vale CC in September 2009, when Mr Rafiq overheard Mr Gale calling Mr

Rafiq an “arrogant Paki”; and/or

(b) on other occasions towards and/or about Mr Rafiq between June 2008 and the end of his

first spell at Yorkshire in 2014 and/or during Mr Rafiq’s second spell at Yorkshire in

2018; and/or

(c) in 2013 referring to Mosun Hussain, a Yorkshire Academy player, as a “shit Paki” during

fitness training at Headingley.

2. On the 29th June 2022 AG publicly stated that he would not be engaging with the ECB

disciplinary process. In that statement AG made it plain that he denied “each and every

allegation” [G/7/125].

3. In accordance with CDC Regulation 7, this Disciplinary Panel must, upon a consideration of

all the evidence presented to it, determine whether the ECB has satisfied it, on the balance of

probabilities, that the Charge has been proved.

The Panel’s approach to the Charges 

4. In this case, as with others, the Panel’s approach was in three stages:

(i) On the balance of probabilities, was it satisfied that the conduct in question occurred?

If it was so satisfied, then

(ii) Viewed objectively, was it racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s

membership of a racial or ethnic group? If so, then

(iii) Was the conduct that which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which

may bring the game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute?
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Paragraph 1 of the Charge: the term “Rafa the Kaffir” 

The Relevant Evidence 

5. Whilst Paragraphs 1(a) and (b) are separate allegations, the relevant evidence is common to

them both.

6. Azeem Rafiq’s (AZR’s) relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [G/4/24]:

“19. Andrew used racist language a lot. I was given the nickname “Rafa the Kaffir” on my T20 debut 

on 27 June 2008 against Nottinghamshire. Darren Gough was captain that day and forgot my name at 

the toss and called me “Rafa”, after which Matthew Hoggard started calling me “Rafa the Kaffir”. 

Andrew was one of the people who joined in with calling me that nickname after that both on that day 

in the Trent Bridge dressing room and after that match, for the next couple of years. 

20. I accept that I did not appreciate the offensiveness of the term “Kaffir” until fairly recently. In my

religion, a “Kafir” is a disbeliever and not particularly offensive. It can also be used as a joke. I did

think it was odd that Andrew and others would know the meaning of that word, but I did not think any

further about it. I honestly thought they just called me that because it rhymed with “Rafa”, their

shortening of my surname.

21. I only learnt, during my interviews with Squire Patton Boggs in 2020 as part of the Investigation,

that “Kaffir” is an incredibly insulting term for a black person which was used widely by white people

towards black people during the Apartheid era in South Africa. During my time at Yorkshire, I did not

appreciate that it was a slur or how offensive the nickname was. It is shocking to think now that that

was my nickname and that Andrew and others used it so frequently.”

7. James Buttler, who at the time worked for Yorkshire County Cricket Club (YCCC) as a PR

and Communications Manager, stated [H/8/70]:

“10. One of the names that I heard Azeem referred to as was “Rafa the Kaffir”. This was not the 

only name, as he would also be referred to as just “Rafa” and Azeem. However, the name 

“Rafa the Kaffir” was in common and regular use and interchangeable with the others. It 

was a nickname for Azeem. The name was used openly around the dressing room and 

generally around Yorkshire. 

11. A lot of players referred to Azeem as “Rafa the Kaffir”, including many of the senior players.

However, it is difficult to be certain now about who did or did not use the phrase, given how

often it was used.”
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8. In his interview with the ECB on the 3rd December 2021 Ajmal Shahzad spoke of this term

[L/5/52 at 82 onwards]. He said that he heard the phrase “Raffa the Kaffir” used, and he

described what it meant to him at the time: “…in the Pakistani environment and in the culture

that we are, Kaffir means non-believer.”

9. In an email to the ECB dated 21st February 2022 [G/2b/16] AG stated that:

“2. I categorically deny that I ever called Mr Rafiq or any other player any of the stated names. 

3. I categorically deny I ever heard any of these comments made towards Mr Rafiq.”

10. In his Public Statement [G/7/125] AG stated that “[f]or the avoidance of any doubt, I deny

each and every allegation that Azeem raised with YCCC and then via the ECB suggesting that

I have used racist language….” 

11. In his Witness Statement dated 7th November 2022 Matthew Hoggard asserted as follows

[H/11/77]:

“The nickname evolved over a passage of time. Azeem Rafiq was always called “Raffa” in and around 

the Yorkshire dressing room.” When he first became part of the first team squad at Yorkshire he was 

introduced to us as “Raffa”. This is why I believe when he made his first team debut for Yorkshire….in 

the pre-match interview the Yorkshire captain Darren Gough could not remember his full name and 

explained to the commentator that one of the team changes was that “Raffa” had been introduced into 

the team…. 

I’d been to South Africa regularly in the period 1994 to 2000 playing club cricket in Johannesburg and 

first class cricket in Free State. During my time in South Africa I witnessed and heard some absolutely 

horrible racist language and behaviour. I found it abhorrent. There was still signs in South Africa 

stating “whites only”. During my time in South Africa I learnt that the word “Kafir” was one of the 

worst racial slurs that could be used there. Consequently, when I was in the Yorkshire dressing room 

and I heard Rashid and Ajmal refer to Azeem as a “Kafir” my first reaction was one of shock and 

surprise. I enquired of Rashid and Ajmal why they would use such a term to refer to Azeem, as in my 

experience in South Africa it was deeply offensive. They explained to me that in their communities and 

in the Muslim faith ‘Kafir’ was a term in common usage to describe a Muslim who did not strictly 

follow the faith.” 
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The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraph 1(a) and (b) 

12. In the Panel’s judgment the evidence of AZR as to the general use of the term “Rafa the

Kaffir” within the YCCC environment is supported by the following evidence, to each of

which the Panel must give some reduction in weight given that none gave evidence in person:

(i) The evidence of James Buttler above;

(ii) The evidence of Ajmal Shahzad, whose interview with the ECB was of course

recorded and in respect of which there is certainty as to the language he used;

(iii) The evidence of Matthew Hoggard, who admitted not only the general use of the

phrase in addressing AZR, but also admitted its use in the specific match which is the

subject of paragraph 1(a) of this Charge, namely AZR’s first team debut for YCCC

on the 27th June 2008.

13. In the context of this evidence AG’s denial that he never heard this term used within the

YCCC environment lacks credibility, as does, in the Panel’s view, his denial that he did not use

it himself.

14. The Panel has not found it necessary to give any weight to the evidence led by the ECB

which, it argued, suggested a tendency on the part of AG to use racist and/or discriminatory

language in other circumstances.

15. The ECB have also submitted that support may be gleaned from the admission by YCCC that

the Club failed to address systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory language over a long

period. As the Panel has made plain in its general remarks, it does not find this submission

persuasive: this admission by YCCC, perhaps not unintentionally, is vague on detail, and

identifies no specific incident, no specific forms of words, and no individuals. Thus, in the

Panel’s view, it would be unfair to deploy YCCC’s admission as evidence against AG (or

indeed any other Respondent).

16. However, in coming to these findings of fact, the Panel has drawn the reasonable inference

from AG’s failure to attend this Disciplinary Hearing that he did not feel that he had an answer

to the ECB’s case which would sensibly stand up to cross-examination. This inference of

course is drawn pursuant to Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations [K/27/507 at 517]. For

the avoidance of doubt, the drawing of this adverse inference was not determinative of the

Panel’s Decision.

17. Given the Panel’s finding as to AG’s use of the term as alleged, the Panel must then consider

whether, viewed objectively, the words “Rafa the Kaffir” were racist and/or discriminatory on

the basis of a person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group?
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18. In this regard the Panel notes, for example, Mr. Hoggard’s admission that he understood, at

the least, that this “was a term in common usage to describe a Muslim who did not strictly

follow the faith.” The Panel is satisfied on the balance of probabilities, on this evidence, and

the clear and unchallenged evidence to the same point above, that these words were racist

and/or discriminatory on the basis of a person’s membership of a racial and ethnic group.

19. In the Panel’s view, and indeed it is a logical consequence, the use of such language is self-

evidently conduct which may be prejudicial to the interests of cricket or which may bring the

game of cricket or any Cricketer or group of Cricketers into disrepute.

20. Accordingly both paragraphs 1(a) and (b) of the Charge are proved.
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Paragraph 2 of the Charge: the term “Paki” 

The Relevant Evidence 

21. Whilst Paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) are separate allegations, the relevant evidence is common 

to them all.

22. Azeem Rafiq’s (AZR’s) relevant evidence in respect of this allegation is as follows [G/4/24]:

“22. Andrew also frequently used the word “Paki” towards me. One particular occasion I remember 

was in September 2009 when we played a second team match against Somerset. Andrew and I had 

been in the first team against Gloucestershire and were due to play a Championship game against 

Sussex that we needed to win in order to not be relegated. Andrew and I were sent to play the second 

team game against Somerset at Taunton Vale CC in preparation for that Sussex match, missing a 

televised first team one day game to do so. That Somerset match was incredibly frustrating because I 

was playing in order to get lots of overs under my belt in preparation for the Sussex match. Andrew 

decided not to bowl me on one of the mornings and I stormed into the dressing room at the lunch break 

and refused to go for lunch. Craig White, the Yorkshire player-coach in that game, told me to sort 

myself out. We had a bit of an argument, which Andrew heard. When Craig was leaving, I heard 

Andrew tell Craig that I was an “arrogant Paki” just outside our dressing room. 

23. Another occasion I remember Andrew using the word “Paki” was in around 2013 in respect of a

young Asian academy player called Mohsin Hussain. Mohsin was being quite lazy during fitness

training at Headingley and Andrew referred to him as a “shit Paki” in my presence.”

23. In an email to the ECB dated 21st February 2022 [G/2b/16] AG stated that:

“2. I categorically deny that I ever called Mr Rafiq or any other player any of the stated names. 

3. I categorically deny I ever heard any of these comments made towards Mr Rafiq.”

24. In his Public Statement [G/7/125] AG stated that “[f]or the avoidance of any doubt, I deny

each and every allegation that Azeem raised with YCCC and then via the ECB suggesting that

I have used racist language….” 

25. Mr. Hoggard has admitted the use of the word “Paki” – the first admission is in a letter to the

ECB dated 26th June 2022 [H/9/73] - in this admission he explicitly accepts the verbal and

written use of the word, despite his general lack of recall:
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“2. I do not specifically remember using the term “Paki” myself, but I accept having been part of 

group chats and the like when it was used and I contributed to the generality of such conversations – 

albeit I cannot remember exactly on which occasions or in what contexts. The word had been widely 

used throughout the squad, because a number of players of ethnic minority referred to themselves as 

such, so the word became used with what appeared to be implied consent and without any racial abuse 

or other harm intended. I do not harbour racist or discriminatory beliefs of any kind. I accept, 

however, that despite that background, my use of the word (or similar phrases), or contribution to 

group chats in which it was used, would have breached the Directive upon an objective standard and 

on that basis I admit this aspect of the charge.” 

26. Gary Ballance has made admissions that he “used the term “Paki” towards Mr. Rafiq on a

number of occasions.” [Summary of Charges and Responses document]

The Panel’s Decision upon Paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) 

27. The issue to be determined in respect of all these sub-paragraphs, based upon the same 

evidence, was whether, on the balance of probabilities, AG used the term “Paki” in the 

circumstances alleged by AZR, and represented by each of paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) of the 

Charge respectively. As the Panel has already observed, the evidence is the same or very 

similar in respect of each.

28. Whilst not strictly necessary, the Panel has looked to identify supporting evidence in respect 

of AZR’s evidence. The ECB have submitted that support may be gleaned from the admission 

by YCCC that the Club failed to address systemic use of racist and/or discriminatory language 

over a long period. As the Panel has made plain in its general remarks, it does not find this 

submission persuasive: this admission by YCCC, perhaps not unintentionally, is vague on 

detail, and identifies no specific incident, no specific forms of words, and no individuals. 

Thus, in the Panel’s view, it would be unfair to deploy YCCC’s admission as evidence against 

AG (or indeed any other Respondent).

29. However, Matthew Hoggard and Gary Ballance have both admitted that each used the term 

“Paki” on numerous occasions within the YCCC environment. In the Panel’s judgment these 

admissions themselves are supportive of AZR’s general assertions that this word was used in 

that manner.

30. In the context of this evidence AG’s denial that he never heard this term used within the 

YCCC environment lacks credibility, as does, in the Panel’s view, his denial that he did not 

use it himself.
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31. In light of AZR’s evidence as regards AG’s use of these phrases, and the support given to his

overall credibility as set out above, the Panel is satisfied on the balance of probabilities that

the conduct as alleged in each of paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) is proved.

32. In coming to these findings of fact, the Panel has drawn the reasonable inference from AG’s

failure to attend this Disciplinary Hearing that he did not feel that he had an answer to the

ECB’s case which would sensibly stand up to cross-examination. This inference of course is

drawn pursuant to Regulation 7.11 of the CDC Regulations [K/27/507 at 517]. For the

avoidance of doubt, the drawing of this adverse inference was not determinative of the Panel’s

Decision.

33. Turning to the consequential questions which it must ask itself, the Panel is satisfied that,

viewed objectively, the words used by AG were racist and/or discriminatory on the basis of a

person’s membership of a racial or ethnic group. It is not surprising and indeed common

sense, in the Panel’s view, that Mr. Hoggard has already admitted that the use of the word

breached this objective standard.

34. In those circumstances therefore it is satisfied that the conduct of AG is prejudicial to the

interests of cricket and brings the game itself into disrepute.

35. Accordingly the Panel finds that paragraphs 2(a), (b) and (c) of the Charge are proved.

Tim O’Gorman 

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel: 

Tim O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith K.C. 

Representation: 

ECB: Jane Mulcahy K.C. of Counsel, instructed by Onside Law 
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BEFORE THE DISCIPLINARY PANEL OF THE CRICKET DISCIPLINE COMMISSION 

BETWEEN 

ENGLAND & WALES CRICKET BOARD LIMITED (“ECB”) 

-and-

YORKSHIRE CCC (“YCCC”) 

&  

OTHERS 

(“Respondents”) 

---------------------------------------------- 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATTERS  

--------------------------------------------- 

RIGHT OF APPEAL 

Should any Party wish to Appeal they will have fourteen (14) days to do so from the date on which 

these decisions are handed down, namely by close of business on Friday 14th April 2023.  

The Parties are reminded of the conditions set out in CDC Regulation 10 (and in particular Regulation 

10.3.3) setting out the grounds on which Appeals may be made. Any application for an Appeal should be 

made to the Chair of the CDC.  

COSTS 

Should any Party wish to make an application relating to costs, it will be dealt with on the date that the 

Disciplinary Panel sits to consider Sanctions. 

Tim O’Gorman 

Chair, CDC Disciplinary Panel 

Members of the Disciplinary Panel:  

Tim O’Gorman (Chair), Dr. Seema Patel and Mark Milliken-Smith K.C. 
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